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iii. 
The infrared spect.ra ot twenty amine bydroohlorides were obtained 
vi th the Perkin-In.mar Model 21 recording spectrophotometer. The poe1 ti cm 
of the absorption bands were compared vitb literature values tor i:-rtinent 
structural group frequencies. A system ot coding the spectral data was 
devised so that an Im 1620 d1gital canµiter could make the comparisons 
for a large number of' group frequencies. Good agreetlent was observed 
betwen the positions of the absorption b!mds in the experimental spectra 
and those of pertinent group frequencies reported in the literature. 
Of the ten symnetrioal d1amines which were studied, six contained the 
pr1mar.y l\.vdrax;yl group. Two a~milar compounds without this grcr11p, 2,8-
dimathJl•317-d!a.za-5-nonanol dihydroehlaride and 2,2,8,8-Tetrmnethyl-3,7• 
diaza-S-ncmanol dihydrochloride, were synthesized. These two were not 
found in the literature. 
When tbs ccs:tpOUllds were purified by recrystallintioa, many or them 
ware highly hygroscopic and required special techniques to remove moisture 
bei'ore taking the spectra. 
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1. 
I• Dr?RODtJOTIOI 
The coordinating properties of a apeaial aeries of polyb,ydroxramlnes, 




' ' R-HH Hl-R 
113-Bts(pol.J'(Jvdro:qmeth;yl)met!v'laino)-2-propanol 
in Wich 1tR• represents one ot six groups (Tabla I), have been studied pre-
vioual.1' by workers in thi.a laborato17 (Davis ( 9) 1 Erdmanie (10) 1 Cll.adding 
(J.2), Jackson (15), Moore Ca), and o•Rear (23)) and elsewhere bf means of 
stabilitj" constant data tor the chelatea of these compounds with varioua 
transition-metal cations in aqueous media. While the principal attachment 
ot these organic bases (called &ligands•) to the metal ions appears to oc-
cur at the sites ot the two amino nitrogens, forming a six-membered chelate 
rings 
there is the possibility of the formation of additional chelate linkages 
to the cation by the ~l groups of tbe ligand, especialJ1' under con-
ditions of high pH, where the alcoholic protons J1Q' be removed. While en.-
dence has not been found which establishes unequivocal:Q' the specU'ic role 
ot the ~l groups in the chelating properties ot the ligands of this 
series, the stability constant data for the chelates of these compounds,, 
With the copper (II) and nickel (II) ions,, suggests that either these 
ligands are quadridentate-... in which case two of the hydroxyl groups or 
the ligand would also participate in ohelation--or the chelates which 
are formed under these conditions are polynuclear in nature and their 
apparently simple stoichiometry is deceptive. 
It was thought that the infrared spectra of these chelates might yield 
valuable intormation about the nature or the various types of chemical 
bonds that are present,, and clarify the role of the hydroxyl groups in the 
coordinating properties of the ligands. To interpret the significance of 
these spectra,, reference spectra of the ligands were desired so that the 
effects ot chelation on the bonds could be determined by observing the 
differences in the two sets of spectra. Jiovever, a search of the spectral. 
literature revealed that no reference spectra on these ligands were avail-
able,, and it became necessary to make a preliminary stud7 of the spectra 
of these compounds before attempting to interpret those of the chelates. 
This thesis is concerned with the preliminary study, i.e., the record-
ing and study or the infrared spectra of this series ot pol,..:trydr~a:mines1 
and also the parent series ot monoamines from which the s;ymmetrical di-
aminefl were prepared. Sbdlaritiea1 as well as dit'terences, in the spec-
trum ot a parent monoamine and the spectrum or its corresponding diamine 
will be notedJ and comparisons will be drawn among the spectra ot the two 
series. 
Table I (the symmetrical diaminea) and Table II (the parent monoamines) 
ahov the C0111pounds studied, their official names, and our code numbers which 
were used to represent them. These numbers have been found to be a con-
3. 
venient means or discussing the relatively large number 0£ similar com-
pounds. !he first two digits ot the number refer respectively to the 
number or carbon atoms and the number of oxygen atoms in the parent mono-
amine group. The parent itself is indicated when the third digit is "l"J 
the symmetrical diamine (in which the 2-propanol group bridges two identi• 











SlMMETRIC.AL DIAMIIiE LIGAIDS 
Formula* 
u3i-~-CH(OH)-~-W3 
+ + H~...cH2-62-~-CH(OB)-~-62-C~-cH2-0H 
(cu3)2CB-~-~-CH(OH)-cH2-iR2-CU{CH3)2 
+ + (HO-CB2)(CH3)CH-~~-CH(OH)...cJ12-BHrClf(CH3)(~-0H) 
+ + (H0-082)2CH-62-C~-CH(OR)-~~-CU(Clli-OB)2 
(CH3)30-~-CH2-CH(OH)-C:Hi-~-C(CH3)3 
(~)(CH3)2C~~(OB)-cJ12-iR2-C(CH3)2(CB2-0H) 



























A. TBB ORIOII OF Dl1.RARED smcru 
Infrared spectra arise from changes in the dif'terent :modes of motion 
ot molecules that are possible on the absorption of a quantum of electro-
magnetic radiation at wavelengths between 1 and SO microns. Molecules are 
oi 
composed,_atoms which are linked b7 means ot interacting forces called chem-
ical bonds. The atoms are never at rest, but are constantly vibrating 
about their equilibrium positions, which results in an alternate stretching 
and contracting or the bonds (Figure 1). As a first approximation,, the 
molecule behaves like a set of masses connected by springs which follow 
Hooketa law. Thus, when the atoms are displaced from their equilibrium 
positions, they experience a restoring force which is proportional to the 
amount or displacement and opposite in direction: 
t • -kx 
The work done on the molecular system in distorting the bonds is 
stored as potential energyt 
dU' • kx dx 
(l) 
(2) 
Integration gives the change in the potential energy as a function or the 
displacement: 
(3) 
The constant •k" is called the •force constant• of the chemical bond. 
For the simple case of a diatomic molecule, it the bond is assumed to 
be a classical harmonic oscillator, the positions or the two atoms as a 
function of time can be derived from Hewtonts second law of motion: 
f • ma (4) 
which, for the system of two masses, becomes: 
f • pa ($) 
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where the reduced mass ")1'' is defined as i 
(6) 
Since acceleration is the second derivative of displacement with respect 
to times 
a • d2x 
dt2 
Equations CS) and (7) can be substituted into Equation (l) to obtains 
•la • J1 • d2x 
dt2 
a solution ot which iss 




where the constant •A• represents the max1mmn value ot the displacement, 
i.e., the Tibrational amplitude. Thus., the positions of the atoms change 
ainusoidal.17 with time, and the intenal. which corresponds to one vibration 
is 2lt()1/k)i. The reciprocal of thia quantitJ' is the trequena,r ot vibrationa 




However, chemi.cal bonds are not classical harmonic oscillators, since 
they absorb energy onlf in discrete quanta. Erwin Schroedinger's solution 
to this problem ditfera from the classical approach b.T pendtting only cer-
tain values of energy to be iaparted to the vibrating qstem, the allowed 
energies forming a pattern of •levels" which are spaced b7 the amounti 
A frtbrational • (k/p)i 
2 ii c 
(ll) 
where "c" is the velocitf' ot light (.3 x 1010 cm/sec.) and 6Evib. is meas-
ured in units of reciprocal centiaeters. Transitions among the levels are 
6. 
induced by electromagnetic radiation when a dipole vector or the boQd 1a 
oeclllati.ng with the same &equeney as the electric vector ot the radia-
tion, and absorption occurs when the quantum or energy aat1at1es the equa.-
tlona 
E. • (v ! i> hv olaaalcal (12) 
vbel'e •h• 1s P.l.anek'e constant (6.62S z 10-2? erg-sec.) and •9" 111 a mn-
negat1va integer. ( 2) 
.,or pol.yatomt.c molecules each bond baa ita own pattern ot vibraUonal 
energy levels which depends on the masaoe ~ the atoms and the force con-
stant ot the bond. Conaequontq, pcl.Jatamlc molecule• give rlae to a large 
number ot v1bMtlonal trans1tiona and to a charaoter1.st1c absorption mui• 
mum tor each different type of chemical bond that 1a present. Infrared 
apeotra are graphical repreaent.atlons of these abaorpticn maxi.ma as tano-
t1ona of the vavelengtb. (or trequena,y) ot the radiation being absorbed. 
Since the vlbrational frequencies are charaoteristic or t.he d1tterent 
chemical bonds which are present in a molecule, they are vtrrr useful in 
1dentlty1ng the structural units which occur in unknowQ corniounda. Hot all 
ot the possible vib'tatlona are euitabl.e tor th19 tne of ana'l18181 •. 81nce 
some vil:ntional •group frequenciea" have been found to change tnr different 
111)].ecular envirollnents. H~, the aPJ:l'OXi,mat.e conetamv of the spectral 
poaitton ot m1n7 group frequencies bas been establS.sbed tor a DUllJbar of d1t-
obam.1cal bonds, and the reliability ot these pos1t1ons bas been verified 1n 
the literature (3, 4, s, 7' 13, 17, 19, 22, 29., 31, 32, 33). 
7. 
Qroup frequencies are usually' described in terms of the motions that 
the atomic nuclei of a molecular structural unit undergo during the vibra-
tion. The simplest and most connnonly encountered motion of the nuclei, 
viz., diatomic stretching, has already been described. I.t three atoms 
are bound linearly and a stretching vibration occurs, it may be a sym-
metric motion, in which the two end-nuclei move in-and-out in phase (Fig-
ure 2-a)J or it may be an asymmetric motion, in which the two end-nuclei 
move alternately (Figure 2-b). All vibratory motions of nuclei other than 
stretching vibrations are olassif'ied as •deformation vibrations.• 
A linear unit of three atoms such as the one shown in Figure 2 can 
undergo a bending deformation, 1n which the end-nuclei move alternately 
oft-and-back to the principal axis (Figure 3). A non-linear unit or three 
atoms can al.so undergo a bending deformation, in which the end-nuclei move 
alternately toward-and-away from each other (Figure 4)J non-linear bending 
is calied •scissoring.• 
In addition to the bending and scissoring deformations, there are three 
other types, called •wagging,• •rocking,• and"twisting.• The wagging defor-
mation occurs when the two end-nuclei move in phase alternately above-and-
below the plane of the unit (Figure .$). The rocking deformation occurs 
when the two end-nuclei move in phase in the plane ot the unit, in such a 
manner that the bond angle is alternately expanddd and compressed (Figure 6). 
The twisting deformation is an oscillatory motion ot the plane of the unit 
about the bond connecting it to the rest of the molecule (Figure 7). 
For a simple non-linear molecule such as ~o, the three absorption 
bands which appear in the infrared spectrum have been assigned to three 
fundamental. vibrations: a symmetric s't?'etching (Figure 8), which has a 
frequeneyiJ1; a scissors (Figure 9), which has a frequeney,)2; and an 
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a. 
asymmetric stretching (Figure 10) 1 which has a frequen01 iJ3• Diagramming 
the vibrations in this way implies that the frequency 1' 1 depends entirely 
on a stretching force constant, k11 while the scissoring fundamental, ..J 21 
depends entirely on a scissoring force constant, k2; and that there is no 
contribution of k2 to the force constant that determines ~1, and vice 
versa. (32) This idealized concept ot completely isolated stretching and 
deformation vibrational modes cannot be applied successtull.y to all the 
structural units of large (polyatomic) molecules, since it has been found 
that some structural. units have vibrational modes which are rather easily 
perturbed by interactions from those of adjacent units in the molecule.(4) 
fhere are structural groups, however,, which retain some of their character-
istic vibrational modes throughout a large number of compounds, and these 
modes are the true •characteristic frequenc1es8 £or the structural group. 
When a particular mode can be associated with a definite group,, it can be 
used tor identif'ication. Examples of characteristic frequencies for a 
large number of structural groups have been tabulated in the literature 
(4, 71 13,, 221 26, 32), and are available for analyzing the infrared spec-
tra of specific compounds for the presence of these groups. 
m. EXPERlHEHTAL lROCEDURE 
A. SYNTHESIS .AID PURIFICATION 
9. 
The procedure £or the synthesis 0£ the compounds of Table I was sug-
gested originally by Pierce and Wotiz (25) and later modified slightly by 
OfRear (23) and Jackson {15). For the compounds or Table I which were 
prepared by Davis (9) and Briel, the procedure used is outlined below. 





R • BH2•0l- Blf - R 
+ 
A solution or two moles of the amine in JOO ml. of absolute ethanol was 
placed in a·one liter 3-neck flask. One of the small side necks was fitted 
with a thermometer which was immersed in the solution, the other with a 
separatorr funnel containing a solution of one mole of epichlorohydrin in 
150 ml. or absolute ethanol. The large center neck was adapted to a re-
flux condenser, above which was a cold trap for any or the reaction mix-
ture which might be expelled from the flask during an especially vigorous 
moment in the reaction. To keep the temperature of the reaction mixture 
below 30001 the .flask was partially immersed in a water bath. Magnetic 
stirring of the reaction mixture was maintained throughout the entire 
course of the reaction. 
The solution or epichlorohydrin was added by single drops over a pe-
riod of two hours. The mixture was then allowed to stand overnight (with 
stirring), after which warm water was slowly added to the bath until the 
mixture began to refiux gently. The water bath was replaced by a heating 
10. 
mantle and refluxing was continued for eight hours. The reaction mirture 
was cooled and transferred to another vessel {Figure 11) tor the pt"epara-
tion of the dihytlrocbloride salt. 
It was noted that when the reaction was initiated with the temperature 
ot the solution at 25°0, considerable aaounts of heat were evolved atter 
the first half' ... hour, and ice had to be added to the bath to keep the tem-
perature below 30°c; but it the solution or the amine were cooled below 
15°0 before beginning the addition of the epichlorohydrin, little change 
occurred in the temperature during the entire addition of the reagent. 
However, when such a mixture was then allowed to warm to 2.S0c, the evolu-
tion or heat became spontaneous and generally rather violent. Consequent-
ly, the reactions were usually run with the bath temperature maintained 
between 2.$0-30°0, until sufficient time had elapsed to permit safe re-
fiuxing. 
P.l'eparation of the Hydroohlorides 
!he classical pt"ocedure for preparing the hydroohlorides of amines 
involves passing a stream of anhydrous hydrogen chloride directly into a 
solution of the base in a non-polar solvent {e.g., ether or benzene), so 
that the highly-polar salt which is f'ormed will precipitate (28). For the 
alkanolamines, Fuson recommends 1-propanol as a better solvent for the more 
polar bases (28); and it was .found that the greatly enhanced polarity of 
the polyhydro:xyamines required absolute ethanol (methanol was pref er able 
for 2-amino-2-hydroxymetbyl-11 3-propanediol) as the solvent for this re-
action. A distinct disadvantage of these polar solvents, however, was 
that the hydrochlorides were generally sufficiently soluble to remain in 
solution. To force precipitation of the salts, small amounts of absolute 
u. 
ether were added until a faint turb1dity vu produced 1n the solution. 
Then, the reactton vessel (Figure 11) was placed 1n an ice bath and the 
passage of the gas wu resumed untU crystals were formed. 
Since most of theee salts were found to be quite briroscop1o, it was 
neceasar,y to conduct thia reaction with a m1nitn111l exposure to atmospheric 
motatare. 'the cryatals, which showed a tondeney to mt, were d1tt1cult to 
remove from an ord!nal7 flask w1 th a small necks consequentJ¥, a closed ves-
sel With a Wide m::nitb vu desired. An inexpensive, bllt highlJ' aatiaf'aotor,y, 
vessel. (Figure 11) vu oonstructed from two SOO ml. po~tlv'l.ene wuh bot-
tles (A) and (Ch a eyllndrical .funnel (B), and a aeparator:r funnel (D). 
the bottom was NmY8d from one ot the polyeteylene bottles and t.he top trcm 
the other, ao that the pair could be put t.ogether to form a closed veaael, 
trbioh vu eaail1' opened to :renove the salt. 
When the reaction was complete, the product was filtered with suction 
through a fine slntered-glaaa disc. The crystals were washed rapf.dly with 
aewral portions of absolute ether and transferred to a vacuum desiccator 
tor atorage untll recl7•tallizat1on. 
IWi.tication ot the Compounds 
The bydrochl.oridea of the amines or Table II were ncrystalllzed to 
constant Jftelting point. The crude produot from the react1on wao dissolved 
ill 2-batanol. b.1 bo1ling the ad.xture until allot the aolid had gone into 
solution. The solution vaa chllled 1n an ice bath and the crystals which 
ware obtained were filtered with auction through a tine sintered-glus d18c 
8Dd washed with eeveral pe>Dtions or ebsolute ether. !be purJ.fied compounds 
were etored in a vacuum des1coator until the apeotira were taken. 

12. 
B. DFRARED DCBIIQlJB 
The potassiUlll bromide disc technique (30) was used to prepare samples 
of the hydrochlorides £or infrared analysis~ 'l'he discs were prepared by 
the tollowing procedure. 
One gram of spectroquality potassium bromide (powder)· was weighed on 
an automatic electric balance and transferred to a stainless-steel ball-
milling capsule. Five tenths 0£ a milligram of the hydrochloride was 
added to the capsule, and the mixture was ground in a mechanical shaker 
for ten minutes. After grinding, 200.0 mg. of the mixture was transferred 
to the pel.let die, and a high vaouUDt was appl.ied £or five minutes to re-
move volatile impurities (viz., water, ether, or 2-butanol). Without 
interrupting the vacuum, a pressure of 101 000 lbs./in.2 was applied to 
the plunger of the die by means of a hydraulic press. After fifteen min-
utes the pressure was rel.eased, the vacuum was broken slowly, and the 
disc was placed on a special. monnt in the Perkin-Elmer Hodel 21 infrared 
spectrophotometer~ 
.A. distinct advantage of this technique is that the eample discs are 
permanent and can be stored conveniently. Nevertheless, it was found 
that even in an evacuated desiccator, the spectra of the moro hygroscopic 
salts studied tended to lose their reproducibility attar a month. How-
ever, these discs could be ground1 dried in a vacuum oven to remove the 
sorbed water1 and re-pressed, giving spectra which were essentially the 
same as the originals (taken before storage). Host of the discs can 
still be made to yiel.d spectra which are good reproductions of those 
first taken. 
13. 
C. CODDIG OF SlECTRAL DATA 
'?he m.f 1620 digital computer 1ms used to make a rapid examination 
ot the experimental spectral. data for each pertinent group frequency whioh 
was tound in the literature. In this way, all of the experimental data 
could be examined tor the presence of a specif'io group f'requeney1 and many' 
characteristic frequencies could be checked in a comparative:Q" short period 
of time. 
A s13tem of coding the spectral data onto punched cards was needed, 
before the computer could produce the lists of the bands 1n the experimsn-
tal spectra which were comparable to the literature group frequencies. The 
Q'8tells which are used ey compilers or the spectral reference litorature 
generall;s' index on'.cy' the major peaks in tha absorption bands. Hmfever, 
since the bands ot the experimental spectra. lrere often composed of other 
points of significance (i.e., shoulders), it uas decided to use a system 
of coding which could index all maxima (peaks and shoulders) which were 
found 1n the absorption bands. P'or each of the maxima indexed, tho fol-
lowing specifications were recorded on an mt data card: 
1. The abscissa of the point--its speotral wavelength in microns. Thia 
variable (designated "A") was recorded as a four digit number, trith a 
dectma.l point illlplied between the second and third digits. ('?he com-
puter was instructed to insert a dociraal. point at this position.) 
2. The ordinate of the point-its absorbance value in (logarith.'llio) ab-
sorbanoe units. This variable (designated •a-) was recorded as a 
three digit number with the decimal point implied between the first 
and second digits. 
3. The spectral width ot the maximum. This variable (designated nett) 
was measured by' counting the number of chart divisions which were 
lb. 
along a borisontal line segment, t.."'1at wu 0.01 absort>ance unit belcw 
the absorbance of the naxl:mum and enclosed b7 tbs curve. Tho width 
1rl Jd.cron8 could be obtained, sf.nee each ot the diruicne represented 
o.oS m. However, a •implif'ication wu possible in reporting the 
· Tllue ~ th18 variables it was observed that tor met ot the exper1-
11Sfttal llUJ.ma1 the cune appeared. Gaussian at this small diatance 
f'rOll th• peak. therefore, th9 · nU1'1ber of divlsloll.I was JIUlt1p1:1ed 
by o.02s and reported.•• the absclna ot the asi.zmm pl.us the e~al 
w1dth1 and the al>lc18a of the ....Unm llln\19 the spectnl. widtih 
(A~ O). the v•lable •Ct' 18 net intended to represent the aceuraq 
or the prec1rio:i ot the ~ of the .,art.able •A•J but the 
locat.ion ot tvo addit1oQ&l polllta 011 \he Otn"Ve at a tbed distance 
below the peak. The absolute Talue ot this var1al:>le 1a directly 
related to the·ap:read ~the C1ilr'f'8 in the report ot the point of JmaZ-
!mma absorbaa.ca, and it lndlcates the eharpneea of the paak. 
4. !he t,ype ot Jl&1tl.1mm. S1noe the •boulder and tb8 peak maxima of a 
·band •• recorded u separate points ct oignUioance (on different 
mt data cards), a arblirery clus1tication 911ta wu devised 1n 
1lh1ch the tJpe ot a part1cul.ar me:d.J.m.mt could. be apecit!.ed. NJ.M 
dS.atinot tJpes ot mu:t.•· were 1dea.1J.ned from the experimental spec-
tra, each ot tbue t,'pu beltlg np:esented 1n ta codJ.ng 8J"SWm bJ' 
a ditterent. ftbte (1:~9) ct a aingle digit. 'IVJ.able1 "V'. The aune 
ideal' Md \1pe8 of arhaa 1IV9 d9ftnecl aa ~ollowr 
ftJB l.11 A ~Which .bu no s~rima aaoelated 
lflth it and 'tfh1ch 18 not a branch of a multiple-peak 






types. A Type Ill maximu:m is shown in Figure 12. 
A shoulder-:max:imum whioh lies on the low-wavelength 
(left) side of the peak and whioh has the lowest ~ 
sorbance value of any of the shoulders on this aide. 
15. 
A Type :/12 maximum is shown in Figures 13114,15, and 20. 
A shoulder-maximum which lies on the low-wavelength 
(left) side of the peak and which has an absorbanoe 
value higher than that of the shoulder-maximum immedi-
ate:Q- preceeding it. A 'type 113 maximum is shown in 
ligares 14 and 20. 
A peak-ma:rlmmn which has shoulder-maxima associated w1 th · 
it, but which is not a branch of a multiple-peak band. 
A Type #4 maximum is shown in Figures 13--17. 
A shoulder-maximum which lies on the high-wavelength 
(right) side of' the peak and which has an absorbance 
·value higher than that of the shoulder-maximum immedi-
ately following it. A Type #5 ma:d.nmm is shown in Fig-
ures 16 and 20. 
A shoulder-maximum which lies on the high-wavelength 
(right) side or the peak and which has the lowest ab-
sorbance value of any of the shoulders on this side. 
A Type /16 maximull is shown in Figures lS-17 1 and 20. 
A peak-maximum which is the lowest-wavelength branch 
(left branch) of a multiple-peak band (i.e., a single 
absorption band in which several separate peaks can be 
distinguished clearly, but lie so close together that 




base line)~ A rule was made to distinguish between 
adjacent peaks which could be considered disjunct 
16. 
{in separate absorption bands) and those which could 
be considered conjunct (in the same absorption band}. 
The rule states: If the minimum or the valley between 
a pair of adjacent pea..~s lies at a height which is less 
than half the height of the lower maximum, the pair is 
disjunct. The Type #7 maximum is shown in Figures 18 
and 20. 
A peak-maximum which is an interl:!ediate branch of a 
multiple-peak band, which has ~ore than two peaks. 
The Type #8 maximum may either be shouldered or un-
shouldered. A Type #8 maximum is shown in Figures 
19 and 20. 
A peak-maximum which is the highest-wavelength branch 
(right branch) of a multiple-peak band. The Type 119 
:maximum may either be shouldered or un-shouldered. 
A Type #9 maximum is shown in Figilres 18--20. 
An exceptional maximum which will not fit into one of 
the other type categories. (It has not been used in 
classifying any of the experimental maxima.) 
5. The overall appearance of the curve in the region of the maxinru..m. 
Although the spectral width was used to indicate the exact positions 
of two additional points on the curve at 0.01 absorbance unit below 
the indexed maximum, it was desirable to be able to describe the 
general appearance of the curve throughout this region. Six distinct 
_L 
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shapes of maxima were idealized from the experimental curves, eaeh 
ditterent shape being represented in the coding sratem by a ditf er-
ent value (1--6) ot a single digit variable, "M". This classifica-
tion is the most subjective indication or the data, but it is use-
ful in being able to describe the appearance of the curve. The six 
idealized shapes are described as followsa 
SBAm I/ls The In£lect1on Point--a shoulder-maximum of very Slllall 
spectral width. This shape of maximum (Figure 21) usu-
~ appears as a change in the slope o£ the vertical 
portion of the spectral curve. It is the least sig• 






The Plateau--a peak, ar a shoulder-maximum of rather 
large spectral. width, which appears essentially nat-
tened in the region of the maximum. (Figure 22) 
The Small Finger--a minor (low absorbance) peak, which 
appears distinctly' rounded in the region of the maximum. 
(Figura 23) 
~ Large Finger-a major (high absorbance) peak, whieh 
appears distinctly rounded in the region or the maxi.mum. 
(Figure 24) 
The Small Spike-•a minor (low absorbance) peak, which 
comes to a sharp point in the region or the maximum. 
(Figure 26) 
'?he Large Spike--a major (high absorbance) peak, which 
comes to a sharp point in the region of the maximum. 
(Figures 21, 22, 2J•b, 25, 26-b) 
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18. 
6. !he spectrum in which the maximum occurred was indicated by a com-
bination or three variables, "I", •J•, "K1'1 
"I" indicated the code number of the compound (Tables I & II); 
•J• indicated the number assigned to the specific spectral chartJ 
"X" indicated the number of a particular spectrum on the chart, 
counting down from the upper left corner of the sheet. 
!o indicate the beginning and end of the absorption bands, two single-
digit variables were defined. It a band contained only an isolated peak, 
the particular combination of values tor these variables (•LA• and •LB") 
was LA • l, LB • 2. For tho initial maximum or a band containing more 
than one peak, the combination was LA • 11 lB • OJ and each succeeding 
maximum in the band (except the la.st) was given the combination LA • 01 
LB • 0 (unpunched). The last maximum or a band containing more than one 
peak was given the combination LA • 91 LB • o. 
f o indicate the .final maximum tor each coded spectrum, the variable 
•1• was defined. For all ma.xi.ma of a spectrum except tho last, this vari-
able had the value •o• (zero, unpunohed)J for the final maximum, tho value 
of "!I• was nine. In this way, the computer could detect the end of a spec-
trum when it occurred, which simplified the program considerably. 
The Fortran source program, which was written to enable the IBM 1620 
to correlate the positions of the absorption bands in the experimental spec-
tra to the positions or the group frequencies found in the literature, ap-
pears on the next three pages, A block diagram of the interrelationships 
between the Fortran statements is shown in Figure 27. 
___________________________________________ ,9.. _______ _ 
Fortran Source Program 
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Figure 27: filock Diagram of the Computer Program 
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TilE Sl£CTRiU OF 
1 1 3-Diru:rl.nopropano diliych.•oehlorido 
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THE SIECTRUM OF 
2,8-Dlmeth:yl-3,7-dinzs-5-nonanol dihydrochloride 
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THE SlECTRtM OF 
2,8-Dimethyl-3,7-diaza-1,5,9-nonanetriol dihydrochlorida 
(312) 
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V. TA.Br..ES OF RESULTS 
Correlations between the positions of the absorption bands in the 
oxperimantal spectra and those of pe-l"tinent structural group frequencies 
are summarised ill Tables III - xm. Those tables are presented 1n the 
same order u tl'W preceeding spactra (i.e., Table m con-esponda to Fia-
Ul'G 28, fable 1Y to Figure 29, eto.), end ther are designed to show the 
positions of the absorption bands and those reported for st::auetural unite 
which have corresponding group trequanoies in the $t4lW region er the 
spectrum. 
(The spectral width function is listed with the abscissa or 
each ma.~. The symbol "•" is used to indicate plus and 
-
2. Wavenumber .... reciprooal centimeters 
3. A.bsorbance - logarithmic absorbance units 
4. Type and Shape - these numbers ref'er to the code categories 
vbioh wre defined on pages lli-17. 
s. Band R>sition - microns 
6. Literature l0s1tions or (corresponding} Group Frequencies -
recip:'OOal. centimaters 
It a pertinent structural un1t was not found for a band position, this 
column was let"t blank. The notation •(unspec1tied)" indicates that the 
Vibrational Mode of the Structural Group was not specified 111 the reference 
literature. 
TABLE IlI. 
THE ABSORPlION BANDS OF 
L,3-Diaminopropane dihydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the R:Jak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Position Structural Group and 
Ho. PeakWavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrationa1 Mode 
1 2.93 + 0.020 3!il.3 0.32 7 3 2.83 - 4o46 3200 - 2955 -rm3+ (unspecified) 3.30 + 0.008 3030 i.so 8 3 2967 - 2873 -CH2 stretching (asym.) 
4.16 + 0.022 2404 0.26 9 , 2898 - 2810 -CHfu scissors (sym.) 
2820 - 2760 -N- I2- stretching 
2700 - 2480 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
2 4.91 + 0.008 2037 0.25 4 3 4.73 - 5.10 2050 - 1800 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
3 6.23 + o.ooa 1605 0.42 4 3 6.03 - 6.50 1650 - 1590 -NH2 deformation 
4 6.83 + 0.022 1464 1.00 4 4 6.65 - 6.95 1480 - 1420 -CH~ scissors (sym.) 
146o .. 1430 -N- H2 deformation 
5 1.11 + 0.015 1406.- 0.36 4 6 1.09 ... 7.28 1400 - 1350 -CH2 scissors (sym.) 
6 7.50 + 0.025 1333 0.18 4 3 7.38 - 7.84 1340 -C-H bending 
7 8.24 + 0.015 1214 0.30 1 6 8.23 - 8.25 1220 ... 1020 -0-N (unspecified) 
8 8.42 + 0.020 1180 0.37 4 6 8.40 - 8.81 1220 - 1020 -0-N (unspecified) 
9 9.06 + 0.025 1104 0.38 4 4 8.96 - 9.30 1096 u-c-c-c~u (unspecified) 
1090 - 1067 -NH2 (pri.) stretching 
TAlru!! m. (Continued) 
.Band Characteristics of the R-Jak Maxima in the Band Band Posit.ion Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
No. 1'1tak Wa'ralength Waventmber Abs. Type Shape (microns) o£ Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
10 9.69 + 0.005 1032 0.16 h 3 9.62 - 9.71. 1023 N-C-C-C-N (unspecified) 
99$ -N-CH2 stretching ( spi.) 
11 10.ss + 0.022 945 o.56 7 4 10.36 - l0.98 950 - 905 -cn2-cn2- (unspecified) 10.70 + 0.010 935 o.si 9 , 
12 ll.33 + o.oso 882 0.17 l 2 ll.28 - ll.38 900 - S:+O -CH2-CH2- (unspecitied) 
13 12.8o + 0.018 781 0.24 7 6 12.69 - lJ.26 745 - 715 -c~-cH2- rocking lJ.16 + 0.038 760 0.15 9 3 
TABIE J.V. 
THE ABSOlUfION .BANDS OF 
11 3-Diamino-2-propanol dihydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Ho. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) or Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
1 2.98 + 0.020 335S o.60 7 3 2.94 - 4.30 3500 - 3300 -N-H stretching (asym) 
3.53 + 0.010 3003 1.22 9 3 -li·H stretching (sym.) 
3476 - J48b .. o-u stretching (sec.) 
3200 - 2955 -mt + ( unapeci.fied) 
2967 - 2373 -CH~ stretching ( asym.) 
2898 - 281Q -CH2 scissors ( sym.) 
2820 - 2760 -N-C~ stretching 
2700 - 2480 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
2 5.25 + o.oao 1905 0.18 l 4 5.11 - 5.JJ 2050 - 1800 •NH3+ (unspecified) 
3 6.22 + o.008 1608 0.62 7 6 6.0) - 6.47 1650 - 1590 ·NH2 (pri.) deformation 6.37 + 0.025 1570 o.45 9 3 
4 6.60 + 0.020 151$ o.68 1 s 6.57 - 7.08 i4eo - 1420 -CHfuJscissors (sym.) 
6.78 + 0.020 1475 1.00 9 6 1460 - 1130 •N- 2- de£ormation 
1433 - 1315 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
5 1.24 + o.02s 1381 0.31 4 3 7.14 - 7.28 1400- 13$0 -~ scissors (sym.) 
6 7.4.3 + 0.012 1346 0.36 7 4 7.42 - 7.64 1350 - 1260 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
7.62 + o.02s 1312 0.22 9 3 
7 7.88 + o.oso l.269 0.23 1 3 1.a3 - 1.93 1350 - 1260 -oH (sec.) {unspecified) 
T.ABIE 1!1. (Continued) 
Band Cbaracter1st1ca of the ~ Maxima 1n the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Oroup and 
Bo. ieak Wavel.ength WavenUi!'ber Abs. Ty'pe Sbape {microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
8 8.$9 + 0.030 1164 0.38 4 4 8.$6 - 6.82 1220 - 1020 -N-c- (unspecified) 1164 ... 10$2 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
ll.47 - 1118 ff·C-C-C-H (UllSpecified) 
9 6.99. 0 • .300 lll2 0.30 l 6 8.96 - 9.02 ll2S - 102S •OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
10 9.32 + o.olS 1073 a.SJ l 6 9.30 - 9.34 112$ - 102$ -OH (sec.) (unspac1£ied) 
1090 - 1067 •NH2 (iri.) stretching 
11 9.$6 + 0.012 1046 a.so l 6 9.S$ - 9.S7 ll2S ... 1025 -oR (sec.) (unspecified) 
12 io.04 + o.02s 996 o.84 1 6 10.01 - 10.(11 99S -u-~ stretching (sym.) 
13 10.49 + 0.018 9'3 0.3lt 7 3 10.4$ - ll.00 m -H-CR2 stretching (SJl!l.) 
10.68 + 0.022 936 0.40 9 4 
14 u.as + o.ooa 844 o.1s 4 3 n.so - n.ss 900 - 840 -CH2-~- ( umrpeoitied) 
lS 12.16 + 0.038 821 o.1s 4 3 12 .. 04 - 12.34 840 - 790 -c-c- atretclrlng 
twLE v. 
THE .ABSORPJ.'Im BANDS OF 
2-Aminoethanol ~chloride 
Band Characteristics or the fbak ffa'dma in the Band Ba.ncl Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
N'o. Peak Wavelength Wave1ll11Jber Abe. Type Shape (mlcrons) at aroup Freq. Vll>rat1onal Mode 
l 3.10 + 0.010 3226 1.10 7 s 3.09 - b.4S 36SO - 2SOO -0-B stt-etcbiog 
3.36 + 0.0.30 2976 1.h5 8 h 3SOO - 3300 -mI2 {fui.) stretching 
4.16 + o.008 2h04 0.18 9 , 3200 - 29$5 -~+ unspacified) 
2994 - 2900 - -~ st.retching (a.gym.) 
2967 - 287li -cfl2- 2 stretching {sym.) 
2820 .. 276o -M·CB2- stretching 
2700 - 2480 -mi3+ ( unspeciticd) 
2 S.06 + o.oso 1976 0.12 4 3 4.9$ - S.JS 2050 - 1800 -Nit3+ (uuspecitied) 
3 6.20 + o.01a l.613 o.48 1 6 6.0S - 6.SO 1650 - 1$90 ~~ (Jri.} def'ormation 
6.36 + a.ens 1$72 0.29 9 3 1642 - 1S2S .. . 3 + ( unspecitied) 
4 6.74 + o.oos 1484 o.a2 7 6 6.6S - 6.96 1$72 - 1493 -im3+ {murpecified) 6.91 + 0.002 1447 0.40 9 s 1477 - 1420 -CH2-CBf- sciaaors (SJ11.) 
1466 - 1400 -OH (Pf." .) (unspecified) 
1460 - 1430 -w-~- def armation 
s 7.33 + 0.010 1364 0.18 l 3 7.31 - 7.35 1397 - 1351 -CBi-CBr scissors (81Jn.) 
6 7.53 + o.oos 1326 o.5o 1 6 7.52 - 7.54 l3SO - 1260 -OH ( Prt.) de.tormation 
-c-o stretching 
7 7.80 + 0.002 1282 0.39 l 6 7.79 - 7.82 1350 - 126o -OJI (Jri,.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
TABLE v. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics or the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
llo. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
8 7.96 + 0.010 1256 0.34 1 6 7.95 - 7.97 1350 - 1260 -OH (pri.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
9 a.10 + 0.012 1149 0.29 1 6 8.69 - 8.71 ll78 - 1000 -OH (pr.-i.) (unspecified) 
1220 - 1020 ... c-N (unspecified) 
10 9.02 + 0.010 1109 o.42 1 6 9.01 - 9.03 1100 - 100(1> ... cH2 ... CH2- (unspecified) 
11 9.44 + o.ooa 1059 0.94 1 6 9.43 - 9.45 1075 - 1000 -OH (pri.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
12 10.10 + 0.038 990 1.09 7 4 10.08 - 10.60 995 -N-CH2... stretching (sym.) 10.26 + 0.015 975 0.82 9 5 
13 ll.54 + 0.015 867 0.20 1 6 11.53 - u.55 900 - 840 -CH2 .. Clii• (unspecified) 
TABLE VI. 
THE ABSORPfION BANDS OP' 
3,7-Dia~a-1,S,9~nonanetrio1 dil:rydrocbl.oride 
&nd Characteristics or the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
No. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber-- Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
1 3.14 + 0.110 .3185 1.22 7 4 3.11 - 4.41 3650 - 2500 -0-H stretching 
3.25 + 0.015 3077 0.92 8 3 3500 - 3100 -N-H~(sec.) (unspecified) 
J.46 + 0~012 2890 0.95 8 3 3200 - 2955 -NH2 (unspecif'iod) J.66 + 0.015 2732 0.92 9 4 299li - 2900 ... cH2-6H2 ... (unspecif~ed~ 2967 - 2874 -CH2-CH2- $tretching (asym) 
2898 - 2810 
... CH2-~- stretehinf (sym:m) 2890 .. 2833 -C!H2-CH2~ scissors SJI!l•) 
2820 - 2760 -N--CH2• stretching 2700 - 2480 -NH3 + (unspecified) 
2 6.56 + 0.012 1524 0.36 4 6 6.05 - 6.65 1650 - 1550 -NH2 (see.) deformation 1620 ... )$60 
-'NH2+- deformation 
6.89 + 0.010 1451 o.51 7 3 6.81 - 7.41 1480 - 1420 -~scissors (symm.} 
6.96 + 0.008 1437 0.12 8 6 1460 - 1430 -N- 2- deformation 1.18 + 0.008 1393 o.47 8 4 1433 - 1375 -OH (sec.) rocking def. 
7.39 + 0.015 1353 0.34 9 4 1397 - 1351 -CH2-CHf- (unepeei!'ied) 
1350 - 1260 -OH (pr ., sec.) de:f"ormation 
-C-0 stretching 
4 1.10 + 0.012 1299 0.21 l 1.69 - 1.11 1350 - 1260 -OH (pri., sec.) deformation 
... c ... o stretching 
1.a1 + 0.020 1271 0.22 7 3 7.86 - 8.06 1.3.50 ... 1260 -OH (pri., sec.) deformation 8.oS + Oo012 1242 0.23 9 3 -c.-0 stretching 
6 8 • .54 + 0.045 l171 o.15 4 3 a.40 - 8.57 ll78 - 1000 -OH (pri.) (unspecified) 
TABLE VI. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the leak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
No. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
7 B.90 + 0.005 ll24 0.38 4 4 8.88 - 9.09 ll25 - 1025 -OH (sec.) deformation 
.. c,..o stt-etching 
8 9.42 + 0.030 1062 0.12 7 3 9.35 - 10.25 1125 - 1025 -OH (sec.) deformation 
9.51 + 0.023 1061 0.11 8 .3 -c-o stt-etching 
9.65 + 0.023 1036 0.52 8 3 1075 - 1000 -OH (pri.) deformation 
9.75 + 0.018 1026 o.56 8 , -C-0 stretching 
10.05 + 0.020 995 0.31 9 6 
9 l0.62 + 0.020 942 0.25 l 4 10.60 - 10.64 
10 ll.14 + 0.020 898 o.58 4 6 10.95 ... 11.30 900 - 840 
-CH2-Clli• (unspecified) 
11 11.60 + 0.030 862 0.16 4 3 11.57 - 11.92 900 - 840 -01I2-CB2 ... (unspecified) 
12 12.20 + 0.020 820 0.24 7 3 12.18 - 12.93 840 ... 790 -CH2-~- (unspecified) 
12.56 + 0.010 796 0.$8 8 6 
12.90 + o.o4o 775 0.32 9 3 
TABIE VII. 
THE ABSORP.rIOH &HDS OF 
2-Aminopropane hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics o! the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Iba1t1ons Structural Group and 
No. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape {microns) o£ Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 2.95 + 0.022 .3390 0.22 l 5 2.92 - 2.98 3500 .. 3300 •N...;ff (pr1.) stretching (asy) 
-H-H (pri.) stretching (say) 
2 3.42 + 0.018 2924 1.28 7 ll J.2S - 3.72 2994 - 2899 (~)2Cll· stretching (asy) 
3.71 + o.oos 2695 0.24 9 s 2967 - 2874 ( 4 3 )2CH- stretching ( sym} 
2890 - 283.3 {C~)2tJ.ll- stretching {aq) 
2857 - 2300 (C~)2CH- stretching (symf 
2700 - 2480 -N 3• (unspecified) 
3 3.90 + 0.005 2%4 0.19 l 5 3.89 - J.91 2700 .. 2h80 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
4 4.04 + 0.020 2475 0.19 1 J 4.03 - 4.os 2700 - 2460 -w3+ (unspecified) 
s s.25 + o.oao 190$ 1.04 4 3 4.90 - S.3S 2050 - 180o -w3• ( unspeeitied) 
6 6.3.3 + o.oos isso o.68 4 6 6.02 - 6.48 l6h2 - 1625 -NII3+ (unspecitled) 
1572 - 1493 -:3• (t.UlSpecitied) 1650 - 1$90 - 2 (i;:ri.) def'ormat1on 
7 6.66 + o.008 1502 o.62 7 6 6.62 - 6.86 1479 - 1420 (CH3)2CH- scissors (asy) 6.81 + o.oos 1468 0.32 9 s 
8 7.16 + o.oos 1397 o.4S 7 6 1.15 - 7.26 1)97 - l364c. (CH3)iCH- scissors (sym) 1.2s. o.oos 1379 o.JS 9 6 1375 - 1345 (CH3)2CH· sciesora {aym) 
9 6.28 + 0.020 1208 o.hJ ]. 4 a.21 - a.29 1220 - 1020 -C-H { unspecif'ied) 
!ABIE VII. (CONTIBUED) 
Band Characteristics of the leak Maxima 1n the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Ho. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) or Ch-oup Freq. Vibrational Mode 
10 B.6S + 0.010 1156 o.4o l 6 8.64 - B.66 1200 - 11$0 (CH3)2CH· skeletal scissors 
1155 - 1100 (CH3)2CH- skeletal scissors 
11 10.ll + 0.012 989 0.24 4 4 9.90 - 10.30 995 -?l-cH stretching (sym) 
980 - 908 (CH3)2CH- skeletal dotormati01 
12 10.66 + 0.018 938 o.14 7 3 10.64 - 10.78 980 - 908 (CH3)2ClI- skeletal def'ormati01 
10.76 + 0.02$ 929 0.13 9 3 
13 12.52 + 0.020 799 0.13 l 3 12.Se - 12.54 840 - 790 (CH3)2CH- skeletal deformat101 
TABLE VIII. 
THE ABSORP!"IOI &UIDS OF 
2,8-DimetbJ'l-J,7-diaza-S-nonanol dihydrocbloride 
Band Characteristics of the i\aak M.u1ma in the Band Band Fos1tion L1t. Positions Structural Oroup and 
No. feak Wavelength 1'1avenmber Abs. Type Shape (mi crone) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
1 2.97 + 0.025 3367 o.86 4 6 2.83 - 2.99 J6SO .. .3496 -o-B (sec.) atretchlng ~as;r) 
3500 - 3300 -N-R (sec.) stretching aq) 
·li·lI (see.~ stretching (sym~ 
3484 - 3476 -0-H (sec. stretchiniJ (SJ111 
2 3.40 + o.oso 2941 1.48 7 4 3.2s - 4.26 3200·- 29SS -mt2•- (unapeclfled) 
J.63 + 0.030 2755 1.48 8 4 2994 - 2899 (~)2CH- stretchitll (asy} 4.23 + o.oJS 2364 0.28 9 3 2967 - 2874 ( f2)2CH- stretching (s)'m) 
2890 - 28JJ {~)2CH· stretching (aay) 
26$7 - 2800 (iffii)2cn- stretching (sym) 
2700 - 2480 - +- (unspecified) 
3 5.03 • o.01s 1938 0.16 l 2 4.95 - 5.11 20$0 - 1800 -'HB2+ (unspecitied) 
4 6.37 + o.02s 1570 o.s2 4 3 6.02 - 6.67 1650 - 1550 -NR· (a.ea.} deformation 1642 ... 1525 -im2t(aec.) (unspecified) 
1620 .. 1560 -~~(sec.) (unspecUied) 
1572 - 1493 ·NH2::.(sec.) (unspecified) 
6.82 + 0.02.3 1466 o.56 7 3 6.78 - 6.9$ 1477 - 1420 (cR3)2cR- scissors (aq) 
' 6.9) + 0.020 ll:43 o.68 9 s 
6 7.16 + 0.020 1397 0.16 4 6 7.lh - 1.:33 lh33 - 1300 -OH (sec.) rocking def. 
1397 - 1364 (cn3}2CR- scissors (SJD1} 1375 - 131+) (CH3)2CR- scissors {81J11) 
TABLE VIII. (Continued} 
Band Characteristics ot the 1\lak Maxima in the .Band Band Position Lit. R:>sitions Structural Group and 
Ho. l\lak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns} or Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
7 1.63 + o.02s 13ll 0.35 4 3 7.50 - 7.65 1.350 - 1260 -OH (sec.) deformation 
-04 stretching 
1345 - 1321 (CH3)2CH· bending 
8 7.82 + 0.023 1279 0.29 l 3 7.80 .. 7.84 lJSO - 1260 -OH (sec.) deformation 
-c-o stretching 
9 s.os + o.o4o 1242 0.26 4 3 a.01 - a.12 
10 8.SB + 0.020 ll66 o.48 7 5 8.56 - 8.76 1200 - 1150 (cn3)2cn- skeletal scissors a.1s + 0.013 1143 o.49 9 s 1164 ... 1052 -OH (sec.} (unspecified) 
1155 - 1100 {CH3)fCH- skeletal scissors 
1150 - 1085 -~ see.) (unspecified) 
11 9.2.3 ... 0.018 108.3 o.94 7 6 9.21 - 9.60 1164 - 10~2 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
US) - llOO (~}2CH- skeletal scissors 
1150 - 1085 - - (sec.) (unspecified) 
112$ - 102$ -OH (sec.) de!ormation 
12 9.96 + 0.032 1004 o.42 4 4 9.93 - 10.08 1000 -c-c- stretching 
13 10.SJ + 0.038 9'0 0.23 7 3 10.49 - 10.83 980 - 908 {CH3)2CH- skeletal detormatio1 
10.72 + 0.030 93.3 0.26 9 ) 
14 ll.03 + 0.028 <)07 0.21 l h ll.05 - ll.ll 980 - 908 (CH3)2CB- skeletal def'ormati01 
is ll.99 + 0.023 8.34 o • .34 7 4 ll.97 - 12.49 840 - 790 Ccu3)2CH- skeletal def'ormatio1 12.29 ... o.02s 814 0.)9 9 6 
TABLE II. 
THE AmORl'lIOll &IDS OF 
2"."'AlDiDo-1-tz'OPIU'IOl ·. hJdrocbloride 
Band Characteristics ot the Peak Maxima in tbe Band Band ft>sition Lit. lbsitioos Structural Oroup and 
No. Peak Wavelength Wannumber Aba. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 3.10 + 0.043 .3226 1.01 7 4 J.00 - 4.15 3650 - 2500 -O·H stretching J.4S + 0.050 2899 l.4S 8 h .3$00 - 3300 -N-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
4.08 + 0.020 24$1 0.23 9 3 -N-H (pri.) stretching (aym) 
3200 - 29$$ -~+ (unspecified) 
2994 - 2899 (~)2cH- stretching (asy) 2967 - 2874 ( 3)2CH- stretching {s;ym) 2890 - 2833 (~)2CH- stretcb1ng (asy) 2857 - 28oo ( 3)2CB· stretching (f111D) 2700 - 21&80 -tm3 + ( unspec1£1ed) 
2 s.13 • 0.010 1949 o.1s 1 4 s.oo - s.2s 20$0 - 1800 ·Nlf3+ (unspecified) 
3 6.JO + o.02s 1!587 o.s2 h 3 6.03 - 6.hS 16SO - 1!)90 -m2 (pri.) deformation 
1642 - 162$ -NH3+ (unspecitied) 1'12 - 1493 ..;NlJJ + (unspecified) 
6.7$ + 0.038 1461. 0.61 4 .3 6.60 - 6.90 1'72 - 1493 -~+ (unspecified) 
1480 - 1420 (vff3)2CH- scissors (a.sy) 
1466 - 1400 -0 (p-1.) {unspecitied) 
7.24 + 0.013 1381 o.40 6 1.1a - 1.so l!tOO - 1300 -OH (pri.) rocking def'. 
13S'l - 1364 ~~)2CH- scissors ~sym) 
1315 - 1345 ~)2CH- scissors SJll) 
l3SO - 1260 (pri.) deformation 
1345 - 1321 
-c.-o stretcbi:f 
(CH 3 la, CH- ( ·C-B bendh1g 
6 7.96 + 0.073 12$6 0.18 l ) 1.as - a.is 13$0 - 1260 -OH (pri.) deformation 
l.30S - 1275 ~)23ftt:6~ wagging 
TABLE II. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics or the Jeak Mmdma in the Band Band Poaition Lit. lbsitions Structural Group and 
lo. Peak Wavelength Waveuwfber Abe. Tne Shape (micrODS) ot Group Freq. V 1.bratlonal Mode 
7 . 6.41 + 0.030 1189 0.27 l .3 8.26 - 8.52 1220 - 1020 -c-u {1Dl8pec1tied} 
1200 - 1180 ~- tvisting 
1200 - llSO ( I3)2CH· skeletal scissors 
ll78 - 1000 -on (pri.) (unspecif'ied) 
8 9.04 + 0.033 1106 0.27 4 3 a.as - 9.1s 1220 - 1020 -0-R (unspec1.f1ed) 
1178 - 1000 -OB (:pri.) ( UDSpecTtied) 
USS - uoo (Cff3)2CH- skeletal scissors 
1140 - 1130 CH3- rocking detormation 
9 9.SS + o.oso 1047 0.63 4 9.hS - io.2S 1075 - 1000 -oH (pri.) (unspecified) 
10.38 - 1022 
-C-0 atretchiDg 
-1-c (pri.) 
1000 -c..o stre~hing 
10 ll.03 + o.oso 907 0.17 4 3 10.9'l - n.oa 980 
-
908 (CR3)2cu- skeletal detormattor! 
I 
11 12 • .3.3 + 0.083 au 0.13 1 3 12.20 - 12.So 840 
-
790 (CHj)2CH- skeletal detormati011 
TABLE x. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the 19ak Maxim 1n the Band Band Position Lit. 1':>31tions Structural Group and 
No. Peak Wavelength WavenWJi;ier Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
4 7.83 + 0.018 1277 0.36 7 3 7.80 - a.oo 13$0 - 1260 -OH (pri. & sec.) def'ornation 
7.91 + 0.013 1264 0.38 9 3 -C-0 stretching 
130) - 1275 ·CH2- wagging de.formation 
8.76 + o.01s 1142 0.40 7 3 8.66 - 10.16 1200 - 1150 (c:i3)2cH- skeletal scissors 9.os + 0.033 uos o.h9 6 4 1178 - 1000 -0 (pri.) (unapecitied) 
9.54 + 0.020 1048 1.22 8 ii ll.64 - 1052 -OH (sec.) (unspecif'ied) 
io.04 + o.02s 996 0.57 9 4 1155 ·- 1100 (~)fCH· skeletal scissors 
1150 - 1065 - - sec.) (unspecified) 
1140 - 1130 CHS- rocking deformation 
1125 - 1025 -0 (sec.) deformation 
i119 - nos ..QR (sec.) detonation 
l.07S - 1000 
-C-0 stretching 
-011 (iri.) def'ormation 
980 - 908 
-C-0 stretcbing 
(CH3)2CH- skeletal de.formation 
6 n.oo + o.oso 909 0.29 7 3 io.90 - n.2s 980 - 908 (UH3)2CH- skeletal. de!ormation ll.20 + 0.04.) 693 0.40 9 4 
7 12.18 + O.OSJ 821 0.34 7 J 11.90 - 12.SJ 840 - 790 (cH3)2ca- skeletal deformation 12.37 + O.OJS 808 0.37 9 4 
TABLE ll. 
THE ABSORPriml BAlfDS OF 
2-Amino-l,3-propa.nediol hydrochloride 
Band Charaoteristios or the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Ho. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type ~hape (microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
' 
lo· 3.os + 0.045 3279 1.60 7 4 2.97 - 4.07 3650 - 2500 -0-H (pri.) stretching 
3.34 + 0.050 2994 l.60 9 4 3500 .... 3300 -N-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
-N-H (pri.) stretching (sym) 
3200 - 2955 -NH + (unspecified) 
2994 ... 2899 {C~)2CH- stretching (asy) 
2967 - 2874 (C 3)2CH .... stl:'etching (sym) 2890 - 2833 (C~)2CH-. stretching (asy) 
28$7 - 2800 (o,3)2CH- stretching {sym) 
2 5.16 + 0.125 1938 o.14 1 4 5.04 - 5.28 2050 ... 1800 ... lffi3+ {'Wlspacified) 
3 6.32 + 0.020 1582 - o.ss 4 5 6.10 - 6.50 16$0 - 1590 -IH2 deformation 1642 - 1525 -:3 + (unspecified) 1572 - 1493 - 3+ (unspecified) 
4 6.73 + 0.02.5 1486 o.Bo 4 6 6.58 - 6.84 1642 ... 1525 ~+ (unspecified) 
1572 - 1493 - 2+ (unspecified) 1477 - 1420 (Cif3)2CH- scissors (asy) 
1466 - 1400 -0 (Jll"i.) (unspecified) 
5 1.30 + o.oho 1370 0.32 4 3 7.12 - 7.34 1433 - 1300 -OH (pri.) rocking deformation 
1397 - 1364 (~)2CH- scissors {sym) 1375 - 1345 ( 3)2CH- scissors (sym) 
6 7.92 + 0.025 1263 0.25 - 1 3 7.92 - 7.94 1350 - 1260 ...OH (pri.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
7 8.24 + 0.025 1214 0.24 4 3 a.22 - a.40 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
1200 - 11~ -CH - twisti~ det"ormation 1200 - 11 (cnjj2CH- skeletal. scissors 
TABLE XI. (C~inued) 
Band Characteristics of' the leak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
lfo. P&ak Wavelength Wavemmi.>er Abs. Type Shape (microns) or Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
8 9.20 + 0.04$ 1087 o.ia 7 3 8.75 - l0.26 ll78 - 1000 -OH (pri.) (unspecU'ied) 
9.59 + 0.078 1043 l.08 9 4 USS·- 1100 (C~)2CH- skeletal scissors 
1075 ... 1000 -o (pri.) de.formation 
1043 - 1037 
-o-o stretching 
-c-N stretching 
1000 -o-c stretching 
980 - 908 (cH3)2cH- skeletal de.formation 
' 
11.00 + 0.125 909 0.17 l. 3 10.88 - ll.12 980 - 908 (ca3)2CH- skeletal deformation 
lO 12.24 + 0.1!)0 817 o.14 1 2 12.09 - 12.39 840 - 790 (cH3)2cn- skeletal deformation 
?.AB.LE XII. 
THE ABSORPfiOB sums OF 
3-Aza-6-ehloro-2-~lltethyl-1,S-hexanediol hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the ieak Maxima 1n the Band Bami Position Lit. :R:>sitions Structural Group and 
llo. l\lak Wavelength Wavenud:>er Abs. Type Shape (microns) or Oroup Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 3.00 + o.oso 333.3 o.a2 1 4 2.92 - 4.94 36$0 - 2$00 -0-B (pr1. & sec.) stretching 
J.J6 • o.02s 2976 o.sa 9 s 3500 - 3300 -N-B (sec.) stretching ~asy) 
-R-n (sac.) stretch1ng sym) 
3200 - 29SS -:;+- (aec.) (mspecli'ied) 
299b - 2899 ( ~)2CFI- stretching (a.sy~ 
2962 - 287b (~)2CII- atretcbi.og (SJm 
2890 - 2833 ( >2cn- stretching {asr) 2857 - 2000 (~)2CH- stretching (8311) 
2700 - 2460 - +- (m:mpecitied) 
20so - 1800 -NH2+- (unspecified) 
2 6.26 + o.oso 1$97 0.28 4 4 6.02 - 6.4.3 16$0 - 1$$0 -NH- (sec.) deformation 
l.620 - 1560 -~·- deformation 1572 - 1493 •N +- deformation 
J 6.82 + 0.020 1466 0.42 7 5 6.58 - 8.47 lS12 - 11i9.3 -~+- deformation 
6.87 + 0.020 145.3 o.41 s 5 1477 - lh20 (cn3)2CH- scissors (asy) 1.05 + o.us 141.6 0.40 9 3 1466 - 1400 -OH (pri.) deformation 
1433 - 1300 -oH (sec.) rocking deformation 
1397 - 1364 (~}2cn- scissors (sym) 1J7S - 1345 ~)2CH- sciasors (aym) 13$0 - l26o (pri. It sec.) deformation 
-0.0 stre~ 
134S - 1321 (~)2CH- (-C-H bending det. 
130$ - 127S 
- ~- wagging def'ormation 
1220 - 1020 -c- (unspecif'ied) 
1200 - ll80 -~- tm.sting deformation 
1200 - USO {~)2W- skeletal scissors 
1191- nn - stretching {asy) 
TABLE XII. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Ma'rl..'lla in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Bo. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (:microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
4 9.54 + 0.063 10h8 0.62 4 6 8.$0 - 10.35 1220 - 1020 -c-N (unspecified) 
ll91 - 1171 -C-N stretching (asy} 
ll78 - 1000 -OH (pri.} (unspecified) 
ll64 - 1052 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
ll.55 - 1100 (~)2CH- skeletal scissors 1125 - 1025 -0 (sec.) de.formation 
ll19 - 1105 -OH (sec.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
1075 - 1000 -OII {pri.} deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
1038 - 1022 -c-N stretching 
1000 -c-c stretching 
980 - 908 (CH3)2CH- skeletal deformation 
n.37 + o.oso 880 0.24 l 3 n.34 - u.40 980 - 908 (CH3)2CH- skeletal. deformation 
TABLE xm. 
'1'BE ABSORP?IOB BANDS OF 
2-.Amino-2-methylpropane hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of' the I-9ak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Ho. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
1 2.9.3 + 0.023 3413 0.33 1 4 2.91 - 2.95 ,3,)00 - 3300 -l~-H (i:ri.) stretching (asy) 
-N-H {pri.) stretching {sym) 
2 3.44 + o.oso 2907 1.60 7 4 3.12 - J.71 3200 - 2955' -~ + ( unspeci!ied) 
J.5$ + o.oos 2817 0.11 8 , 298.S - 2890 (C 3)3c- stretching (asy) J.70 + o.oos 2703 o.41 9 s 2967 - 2874 (~)3c- stretching (sym) 2890 - 282$ (Ni2)3c- stretching (asy) 2700 - 2480 - 3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
3 3.86 + o.oos 2$91 o.43 l. 6 3.8$ - 3.87 2700 - 2480 -e3+ (pri.) (unspeoi£1ed) 
4 4.02 + o.oos 2488 0.34 l 6 li.01 - 4.03 2700 - 2480 -MH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
5 4.91 + o.ooa 2037 o.sa 7 6 4.82 - S.14 20.so - 1800 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
.s.13 + 0.010 1949 0.18 9 3 
6 6.2.3 + o.oo.s 16oS 0.34 4 6 5.75 - 6.24 1650 - 1590 -~ deformation 
1642 - 1625 -lm3 (pl"i.) (unspecified) 
7 6.66 + 0.008 1502 o.40 7 6 6.65 - 6.82 1572 -1493 -~+ (P,ri.) (unspecified) 
6.77 + 0.013 1480 0.2.s 9 3 1.477 - 1420 ( 3)3c- scissors {asy) 
8 1.02 + 0.038 142S 0.11 ]. 3 6.98 - 1.06 lh77 - 1420 (CH3)3C- scissors (asy) 
9 1.1$ + o.oos 1399 0.52 7 6 7.14 - 7.30 1397 - 1364 (~)3c- scissars (sym) 1.29 + 0.008 1372 0.62 9 6 1375 - 1345 (C 3)3C• scissors (s1111) 
TABLE xm. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the ~ak Maxima in the Sand Band Position L1t. Positions Structural Group and 
No. 19ak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
10 1.12 + o.oos 1295 o.47 l 6 7.71 .. 7.73 1.305 - 1275 -CIJ2- wagging datormation 
11 8.26 + 0.020 l2ll 0.$1 4 4 B.2li - 8.60 12$0 - 1200 (CH~)3c- skeletal scissors 1220 - 1020 -C- (unspecified) 
1200 - 1180 CH3- twisting def'ormation 
12 10.14 + 0.033 986 0.10 l 3 10.10 - 10.18 
13 10.72 + 0.025 933 0.09 1 .3 io.70 - io.74 9)0 - 860 (CH3)3C- skeletal deformation 
14 U.36 + 0.058 880 o.u l 2 ll • .33 - ll. 79 950 - 860 (CH3)3c- skeletal deformation 
15 13.71 + 0.073 729 0.09 l 3 13.63 - 13.69 
TABLE XlV. 
'1'BE ABSORP.rIOR BANDS OF 
2,2,8,8-Tetramethyl-3,7-diaza-l,$,9-nonauetriol.dihydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Ka-rlma in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Bo. °Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. 'fype Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational. Mode 
l 3.04 + 0.013 3289 0.80 1 6 3.03 - J .. os 3600 - 2$00 -0-H (sec~) stretching 
3500 - 3300 -N-H (sec.) stretching (asy) 
-H-H (sec.) stretching (S}'lll) 
2 3.37 + 0.030 2967 1.50 7 3 3.34 - 3 .. 56 3200 - 2955 -NH2+- (sec.) (unspecified) J.4.5 + 0.020 2899 1.40 9 3 2985 - 2890 (CH )3c- stretching (asy) 2967 - 2874 (~)3c- stretching (sym) 2890 - 2825 ( 3)3c- stretching (asy) 
3 3.76 + 0.008 2660 0.58 7 5 3.71 - 4.32 2700 - 2480 -NUi+- (sec.) (unspecified) 
3.86 + 0.005 2591 o • .58 8 , 
4.02 + o.ooa 2488 0.30 9 5 
4 4.92 + 0.010 2033 0.26 7 6 4.80 - 5.14 2050 - 1800 -1112+- (seco) (unspecified) 
.5.12 + 0.015 1954 o.14 9 5 
6.25 + o.ooa 1603 0.26 7 6 6.02 - 6.41 l.6$0 ... 15.SO -RH- (sec.) deformation 
6.36 + 0.020 1572 0.20 9 3 1642 - 1560 -1112+- (sec.) deformation 1572 - 1493 -BH2+- (sec.)(unspecified) 
6 6.66 + 0.008 1502 0.34 7 5 6.61 - 6.86 1572 - 1493 -~+- (sec.)(unspeoif'ied) 
6.76 + 0.018 1479 0.42 9 6 1477 - 1420 (C 3)3c- scissors {asy) 
7 7.02 + 0.038 142$ 0.33 1 4 6.98 - 1.06 1477 - 1420 (CH3)ae- scissors (asy) 1433 - 1.37S -OH ( ec.) (unspecified) 
1433 - 1300 -OH (sec.) rocking deformatior 
8 7.14 + 0.010 1401 0.53 l 6 7.1.3 - 7.1$ 1433 - 1300 -OH (sec.) rocking deformatio1 
TABLE XIV• (Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Haxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Jlo. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
9 7.27 + 0.020 1376 0.62 1 6 7.25 - 1.29 1397 - 136h (C~)3c- scissors (sym) 1375 - 1345 (C 3)3C- scissors (Sl'E) 
10 1.51 + 0.010 1321 0.31 4 3 1.53 - 7.58 1350 - 126o -OH (seo.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
11 1.12 + 0.008 1295 0.35 1 6 1.11 - 7.73 1350 - 126o -OH (sec.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
12 7.93 + 0.025 1261 0.22 7 3 7.91 - 8.o6 1350 - 126o -OH (sec.) deformation 
8.04 + 0.015 1244 0.22 9 3 -C-0 stretching 
1275 - 1225 (CH3)3c- skeletal scissors 
13 a.2a + o.o4o .. , 1208 o.42 1 3 8.24 - 8 .. h5 1220 - 1175 (CH~)3c- skeletal scissors 8.44 + 0.010 1185 o.53 9 6 1220 - 1020 -a- (unspecified) 
14 8.82 + 0.010 1134 o.86 4 6 8.81 - 8.99 1164 - 1052 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
1150 - 1085 -NH- (sec.) (unspeiified) 
l.l.40 - 1130 CIIIr rocking de.f'ormation 
1125 - 1025 -0 (sec.) deformation 
15 9.24 + 0.025 1082 0.30 4 9.22 - 9.79 1164 - 1052 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
ll25 - 1025 -OH (sec.) deformation 
10.38 - 1022 -C-N stretching 
16 10.12 + o.o5o 988 0.18 1 4 10.07 - 10.17 
17 l0.56 + 0.043 947 0.19 l 4 l0.52 - 10.60 950 - 860 (CH3)3c~ skeletal deformation 
18 12.18 + 0.035 821 0.16 l 4 12.14 - 12.22 
TABLE xv. 
THE ABSORPrIOlf BARDS OF 
2-Amino-2-methyl-l-propanol hydrochloride 
.Band Characteristics of the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Ibsition Lit. ·Positions Structural Group and 
Ho. Feak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational. Mode 
1 2.88 + 0.025 3472 1.08 7 3 2.85 - 4.29 3700 - 3496 -0-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
2.96 + 0.020 3378 l.09 8 3 3650 - 2500 -0-H (pri.) stretching · 
3.34 + 0.015 2994 1.80 8 4 3500 - 3300 -H-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
3.72 + 0.030 2688 0.33 8 3 -N-H (pri.) stretching {sym) 
J.88 + 0.028 2577 0.37 9 4 3200 - 2955 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspecliied) 2985 - 2890 (cH3)3e- stretching (asy) 2967 - 2874 (CH ) C- stretching {sym) 
2890 ... 2825 (=)jc- stretcl\ing (asy) 
2700 - 2480 - 3+ (iri.) (unspecified) 
2 4.93 + 0.023 2028 0.33 4 6 4.91 - 5.15 2050 - 1800 -NH3+ (unspecil'ied) 
3 6.19 + 0.005 1616 o.66 7 5 6.02 - 6.39 1650 - 1590 -NH2 (pr-i.) deformation 6.24 + 0.005 1603 o.64 6 5 1642 - 1525 -NH3+ (iri.) (unspecified) 6.28 + 0.005 1592 o.48 9 3 1572 - 1493 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
4 6.70 + 0.005 1493 1.00 4 5 6.58 - 6.87 1572 - 1493 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
1477 - 1420 (~)3e- scissors deformation 1466 - 1400 -0 (pri.) (unspecified) 
7.13 + 0.018 1402 0.79 7 4 7.ll - 7.27 1466 - 1400 -OH {pri.) (unspecified) 
1.26 + 0.008 1377 o.66 9 6 1433 - 1300 -OH (pri.) rocking deformation 
1397 - 1364 (CH3)3c- scissors def. (sym) 
6 7.62 + 0.025 1312 0.30 l 4 7.6o -7.64 1350 - 1260 -OH {pri.) deformation 
-0-0 stretching 
TABLE XV. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics or the Peak Maxima in the Band Band R>sition Lit. Positions Structtn"al Group and 
l'o. leak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. 'l'ype Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
7 7.81 + 0.018 128o o.56 1 6 1.ao - 7.82 1350 - 126o -OH (pri.) deformation 
-o-o stretching 
1275 - 1225 (CH3)3c- skeletal scissors 
8 8.01 + 0.020 1239 o.41 1 6 8.0.5 - 8.09 1275 - 1200 (CH3)3c- skeletal scissors 
9 8.51 + 0.025 1167 o.54 1 4 B.55 ... a.59 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
1178 ... 1000 -OH (pri.) (unspecified) 
10 9.32 + 0.013 1073 o.88 7 6 9.31 ... 9.68 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
9.46 + 0.008 1057 o.96 8 6 1178 - 1000 -OH (iri.) (unspecified) 
9.66 + 0.015 1053 1.12 9 6 107.5 - 1000 -OH (PI"i•) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
ll 10..54 + 0.020 949 0.28 4 4 10.40 - 10.56 950 - 86o (cH3)3c- skeletal deformation 
12 10.94 + 0.013 914 0.32 1 6 10.93 - 10.95 950 - 860 (CH3)3c- skeletal deformation 
1.3 u.21 + 0.010 887 0.16 1 2 u.20 - i1.35 950 - 860 (cH3 )3c~ skeletal deformation 
14 13.48 + 0.053 742 0.15 4 3 13.36 - 13.53 
!.ABI8 XVI. 
THE .ABSORPlIOB BUIDS OF 
2,2,8,8-Tetrametb71•3,,7-diaza-1,5,9-ncnanetriol dibJdrochloride 
Band Characteristics or the Peak Maxima in the Band Ba."'ld fuai tion Lit. Positions Structural. Group and 
Ho. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Sha pa (microns) of GE-oup Freq. Vibrational Mod.a 
l 3.00 + 0.040 3333 1.40 4 4 2.93 - 3.05 36oo - 2500 -0-H (pri. tt sec.) stretching 
3$00 - 3300 -N-H (sec.) stretching {a.sy) 
-w-H (sec.) stretching (sym) 
2 3.36 + 0.043 2976 1.05 7 J 3.24 - 4.8J 3200 - 2955 -NH2+- (sec.)(unspecitied) 
J.S7 + 0.030 2801 1.09 9 3 2985 .. 2890 {~)3c- stretching {asy) 2967 - 2874 (Cj2)3c- stretching (S)'l:l) 2890 - 2825 ( 3)3c- stretc!!!i (asy) 285S -CH2- scissors sym) 
2700 - 2480 -N!12+- scissors 
) 6.18 + o.oso 1618 0.18 4 3 6.02 - 6.2s 1650 - 1$50 -NH- {see.) deformation 
l64S - lS6o -NH2+- (see.) deformation 
4 6.48 ... 0.023 1543 o.62 4 4 6.32 - 6.62 1650 - 15$0 -tm:- (sec.) deformation 
16!!2 - 1$60 -tm2+- (sec.) deformation 1572 - 1493 -MII2+- (sec.) (unsplcified) 
6.7$ + 0.023 1481 0 • .34 7 J 6.73 - 6.94 1480 - llt20 -~- scissors (asy-) 
6.92 + 0.023 lh45 0.52 9 4 1477 - 1420 (C 3>3c- scissors (asy} 1470 -:2- scissors (sym) 
1466 - 1.400 -0 (pri.) (unspecified) 
6 1.22 + 0.018 1385 0.67 4 4 7.08 - 7.35 1466 - JkOO -oH {pri.} {unspecified) 
143.3 - 1375 -OH (sec.) (unspecified) 
J.hOO - 1JOO --OH (pr1. & sec.) reeking de!. 
139'1 - 1364 (~)3e- scissors (sym) 1375 - 1345 ( 3)3c- scissors (sym) 
T.ABLB XVI. (Cont1nued) 
Band Characteriat1ca or tbe Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position tit. R>s1tlons Structural Group and 
lo. leak Wavelength Wavemmt>er Abs. ~ Shape (microns) of Oroup Freq. V1brat1onal. Mode 
7 1.ss + o.ooa 1324 0.33 1 s 7.$4 - 7.$6 1400 - 1300 -OR (irt. & sec.) rocld.ng def. 
l.3SO - 1260 -OR (eec.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
6 1.66 + o.02s lJQS 0.29 l J 7.64 - 7.68 13SO - 1260 -OH (sec.) deformation 
]JO$ - 127) 
-0-0 stretching 
-aa:r wagging deformation 
9 1.82 + 0.013 1279 o.36 7 J 1.81 - 1.a9 13SO - 1260 -OH (sec.) detormatioa 1.aa + o.oos 1269 0.3$ 9 3 -C-0 stretcbing 
1)0,) - 127$ -~- wagging daf'oraation 
127S - 122$ (~)3C- skeletal. scisscra 
1250 - 1200 ( 3>3c- skeletal scissors 
10 8.27 + 0.043 1209 O.JS 1 2 a.23 - 8.)1 1220 - 1175 ~)30- skeletal scissors 
1220 - 1020 (unspecified) 
11 6.47 + 0.015 ll.81 0.38 4 8.4S - 8.49 1220 - ll7S (~)3c- skeletal acisaora 1220 - 1020 • ( UDSpeCitied) 
1200 - 1180 :o~ ~deformation ll78 - 1000 p: unspecified) 
12 9.0$ + 0.010 uos o.60 1 6 9.04 - 9.06 1220 - 1020 -c-w (unspecified) 
ll78 - 1000 -oH (i;ri.) (unsi;ecified) 
1164 - 1052 -OH (sec.) {unspecitied) 
l1SO - ioas -mt- (sec.) (uns,PecUied) 
ll2S - 102S -OR (sec.) deformation 
-c-o at.retching 
tA.BLE XVI. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics or tho Pealt Maxima 1n the Band Band .Position Lit. Positions Structural Oroup and 
lfo. iYJak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. type Shape (mie:rons) of Group Fm q. Vibrational Mode 
13 9.4S + 0.040 10$8 l .• 20 7 4 9.38 - 10.24 1220 - 1020 -0-N (unspecified) 
9.84 + 0.020 1016 0.38 6 3 1178 - 1000 -OH (i:r1.) {unspecif'ied) 
10.22 • 0.020 978 0.32 9 3 ll64 - 1052 -OH (sec.) (unspaci!ied) 
1125 - 1025 -OH (sec.) def'ormation 
-c-o strotcbing 
14 ll.07 • 0.023 903 0.30 4 4 10.8$ - 11.09 950 
-
860 (CH3)3C- skel.etal def'ormation 
1$ 11.40 + 0.100 877 o.16 l 2 11.30 - 11.ss 950 
-
860 {ca3)3c- skeletal deformation 
16 12.33 + 0.038 611 0.33 4 4 12.29 - 12.SS 
17 lJ.23 + 0.033 756 0.13 4 3 lJ.oo - lJ.JS 
'fABLE XVII. 
THE AmORP.rIOM &IDS OF 
2-Amino-2-methyl-l,3-propanediol hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the leak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
lo. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Sh.ape (microns) or Qroup Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 2.93 + 0.065 3413 1.20 7 3 2.82 - 4.26 3700 - 3496 -0-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
3.27 + 0.032 3058 l.60 8 3 .3650 - 2500 -0-H (pri.) stretching 
3.28 + 0.038 2577 0.24 9 3 3500 - 3300 -N-H {pri.) stretching (as;y) 
-M-H (pri.) stretching {s3111) 
3200 - 295.5 -~+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
298.5 - 2890 ( 3)3c- stretching (asy) 2967 - 2874 (C~)3c- stretching (sym) 2890 - 2825 (C Jl3c- stretching (asy) 2700 - 2480 -NH3 (pri.) (unspecified) 
2 s.oa + 0.040 1969 0.17 4 3 4.74 - }.12 2050 - 1800 -wJ+ {pri.) (unspeeil"ied) 
3 6.24 + o.01s 1603 o.62 4 4 6.0l - 6.30 1650 - 1590 -~ (pri.) deformation 
- 1642 - l.560 -Nn3+ deformation 
4 6.68 + 0.025 1497 0.78 4 .3 6.56 - 6.82 1572 - 1493 -NH3+ (unspecified) 1477 - 1420 (~)3c- scissors (asy) 1466 - 1400 -o (pri.) (unspecified) 
7.14 + 0.036 1401 o.46 4 4 7.10 - 7.21 1466 - lliOO -OH (pri.) (unspecified) 
1400 - 1300 -OH (pri.) __ . , rocking det. 
1397 - 1364 (CH3)3C- scissors (sym) 
6 1.63 + o.02s 1311 0.30 4 3 7.53 - 7.72 1350 - 1260 -OB (pri.) de£ormation 
-c-o stretching 
TABLE XVII. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics or the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
No. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Gl."oup Freq~ Vibrational Mode 
7 a.06 + 0.038 1241 0.28 7 3 8.02 - 8.35 1275 - 1225 {cH3)3c- skeletal scissors 8.26 + 0.028 1211 0.26 9 3 1220 - ll75 (CH&)3C- skeletal scissors 
1220 - 1020 -c- (unspecified) 
1200 - 1180 -~- twisting def orma.tion 
8 8.82 + 0.033 ll34 0.30 4 4 8.72 - B.85 1220 - 1020 -C-li (unspecified) 
lJ.78 - 1000 -OH (pri.) (unspecified) 
ll.50 - 1080 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
9 9.34 + 0.015 1071 0.13 7 3 9.19 - 9.79 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
9.47 + 0.043 1056 0.13 8 3 1075 - 1000 -OH (pri.) deformation 
9. 15 + 0.020 1026 0.82 9 5 -C-0 stretching 
10 10.41 + 0.050 961 0.18 1 3 10.36 - 10.46 
ll io.9S + 0.050 913 0.18 l 3 10.90 - u.oo 950 - 86o (cH3)3c- skeletal deformation 
12 13.38 + 0.175 747 0.15 1 2 13.20 - 1.3.56 
TABLE xvnr. 
THI ABSORPll'OI SAIDS 01' 
2,8-B1s(bJdroxJw&th1l)-2,,8-dimtbJ'l-3.,7-diua-l,S,9-nonanetr1oi ditl)'drocbloride 
Bai Characteristics of tbe Peak Mmd.aa 1Q the Band Band P\)sit1oo Lit. Positions Structvral Qroup and 
lo. .leak Wavelength Wa'fUQUlllber Abe. 1)pe Shape (microns) or Oroup Freq. Vibratlonal. Mode 
1 3.01 + 0.023 3322 1.13 7 3 2.9S - 4.31 3600 - 2500 -0-H (pr!. le aec.) stretching 
J.36 + O.Oh3 2976 o.64 a ) 3$00 - 3300 -Ji·ll ~sec.~ stretching (487) J.S6 + O.OJS 2809 o.S? 9 3 •?f-B aec. atretddng (:f') 
1200 - 29SS -nJ!2- (sac.) (anspocUied 
298S - 2890 (~)3C- stretching ~UJ'~ 2967 - 2874 { ~ 0- atretcbing 8711 
2890 - 282$ (~ ~ atntcbing (aq) 
2700 - 2480 - +. (sec.) (mspec1t1ed) 
2 6.38. 0.020 1567 o • .36 6.02 - 6.$6 16$0 - lSSO -rm- (aec.) detorat!on 
l.6h2 - J5(;0 
-··-
deformation 
1S72 - 1493 
-iiil+- (unspecified) 
3 6.88 + o.02s lhS3 o.40 7 .) 6.10 - 7.62 lb77 - 1420 (CH ) C... acisaora (UT) 1.21. o.02s 1387 o.42 9 3 1466 - 1400 ...os3 3 (pr1.) (unspecified) 
lh.33 - 1400 -OH {Jri. &: aec.) rocking def. 
1397 .. 1364 ( ~)~- ac1saora (&Jll~ 
137S - 134S ~)3c- scisaore (aJlD 1.350 - l26o (pri. & sec.) def'. 
-c-o stretching 
1.16 + o.oss 1289 0.23 7 ) 1.10 - 1.<n l3SG -1260 -OH (pri. & sec.) deformation 
1.93 + 0.033 1261 0.23 9 3 -c-o atret.chirlg 
JJOS - 127S ~- wagging detoraatiOQ 
1275 - l22S ( 3>3c- skeletal scissors 
8.42 + o.oso 0.26 l 4 8.37 - 8.47 1220 - ll7S {CHd)r skoletal scissors 
1220- 1020 -~ {unspecU"ied) 
1200 - uao -CH2· twlstiog detormatJ.on 
TABLE xvm. {Continued) 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
No. ~ak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
6 9.06 +,0.025 1104 0.:33 4 , 8.88 - 9.13 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
ll78 - 1000 -OH (pri. & sec.)(unspecified) 
ll50'- 1085 -N-H (sec.) {unspecified) 
1125 - 1025 -OH (pri. & sec.) deformation 
-o-o stretching 
7 9.52 + 0.045 10$0 o.84 4 3 9.38 - 9.96 1220 - 1020 -0-N {unBpecified) 
ll78 - 1000 -OH {Ilt'i &.secXunspecified) 
1125 - 1025 -OH (pri. & sec.) deformation 
-c-o stretching 
1038 - 1022 -C-N stretching 
8 10.44 + 0.025 958 0.19 l 3 10.42 - 10.46 
9 ll.08 + 0.038 903 0.22 4 4 10.86 - 11.59 950 - 860 (CH3)3C- skeletal deformation 
10 12.24 + o.oso 817 0.16 l 4 12.19 - 12.29 
TABLE XII. 
mE AmORPl'IO?f BANDS OF 
2-Amino-2-hydroxymethyl-l.3-pro~ediol hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics ot t.he laak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. I\:>sitions Structural Group and 
Ho. &ale Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 3.10 + o.o4S 3226 l.70 1 4 3.00 - 4.20 J6!)0 - 2500 -o-H (pri.) stretching 
3.3S + o.oso . 2985 1.40 8 4 3500 - 3300 -1-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
3.as • 0.030 2597 0.29 9 3 •H•H (pri.) stretching (sym) 
3200 - 299S -mt3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 2985 - 2890 (C~)3c- stretching (aq) 2967 - 2874 (C~)3c- stretching (sym) 2850 - 2825 (~)3c- stretching (asy) 2700 - 2480 - J+ (ir1.) (unspecified) 
2 h.78 + 0.010 2092 0.17 4 3 li.65 - 4.95 20S0 - 1800 -im3+ (p-1.) (unspecU'ied) 
3 6.12 + o.ooa 1634 o.oo li 6 6.02 - 6.13 1650 - 1590 -NH2 (pri.) deformation 
1642 - 1S2S -NH:t (Jri.) (unspeeU'ied) 
4 6.33 + 0.020 1580 0.21 l .3 6.31 - 6.JS 16b.2 - 1525 -rm3 + (unspecified) 
s 6.43 + 0.005 1$52 o.67 l 6 6.42 - 6.lili l6h2 - 1525 -M~+ (unspecified) 
1572 - lb9J -N 3• (unspecified) 
6 6.66 + o.02s 1502 0.28 lt 3 6.60 ... 6.73 1S72 - lli93 -Nn3+ (unspeolfied) 
7 6.85 + o.oos 1460 0.31 4 s 6.80 - 6.SQ 1477 - 1420 (°ii3)3c- scissors (asy-) 1466 • l.UOO -0 (pri.) (unspecified) 
8 7.15 + 0.020 1.399 0.30 4 3 7.13 - 7.30 1466 - 1400 -on (pri.) (unspecified} 
lhJJ - 1300 -OH (Jri.) rocking def'ormation 
1397 - 1364 (cH3)3C- · scissors (sym) 137$ - 1345 (CH3)3c- scissors (sym) 
TABLE XIX. (Continued) 
Band Characteristics ot the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. :R>aitions Structural Group and 
Bo. ~ak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) o£ Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
9 7.74 + o.oos l.292 0.$4 l 6 7.73 - 1.1.s 13SO - 1260 -oH (J:r1.} deformation 
-c-o stretching 
10 8.33 • 0.050 1200 0.26 4 8.lS - 8.45 1250 - l.200 (~)3C- akel.etal scissors 
1220 - ll7S ( ) C- skeletal scissors 
1220 - 1020 -C-H ( unspecU'ied) 
11 8.85 + 0.023 U)O 0.30 l. 3 8.8) - 8.67 1220 - 1020 -C-N (unspecified) 
1178 - 1000 -on {prt.) (unspecified) 
12 9.S4 + 0.030 l0h8 1.os 7 3 9.48 - 9.75 1220 - 1020 -c-N (unspecified) 
9.67 + 0.018 1034 1.30 9 4 ll78 - 1000 -OH (pr-i.) (unspecified) 
1075 - 1000 -OH (pri.) deformation 
-C-0 stretching 
13 u.01 + 0.025 903 0.15 7 3 11.00 - ll.JS 9'0 - 860 (cn3)3c- skeletal deformation 11.20 + 0.038 893 0.14 9 3 
mm n. 
TIS SDP.t'l'OW BANDS at 
2.2,8,6-Tetrakia(J.vdroqwt!q'l)-3,,7-d!.ua-l,S,9-llOllal'letriol dih3'drochlaride 
Bmd ~acteristica of the l9ak Mmdma in the Band Band Ft>sition Lit. bitima Structural. Group and 
lfo. Peak Wavelength Wavent.mber Abs. 'lJ'P8 81-po (microns) ot Group Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l J.10 + 0.125 3226 1.80 4 4 2.90 - 4 • .)2 J600 - 2500 -0-H (sac.) stretchin& 
JSOO - 3300 -H-H {sec.) stretcbing (asy~ 
-W-H (sec..) stretching (8JD 
3200 - 29>5 -w2+- (sec.) {unspecified) 
298S • 2890 (~)3o- stretching (asy) 2967 - 2874 ( }~- stretching (sJll) 
2890 - 282S (~)f"' stret.chl1111 (aq) 
2700 - 2480 ... +. ( unapecitied) 
2 6.40 + 0.020 1563 o.86 4 6 6.02 • 6.SO J.6$0 - 15So -mt- (sec.) detormation 
l.6ta - 1$60 ~~·- (aec.) def01"Dt1on 
l$72 -1493 - +. {sec.) {unspecified} 
3 6.ss + a.errs 1460 o.66 1 4 6.70 - 7.60 1477 - lU20 (Clt3)f" scissors (asy~ 7.18 + 0.075 l.393 o.68 9 4 1466 - 1400 -OB ( l.) { unspecitied 
1433 - 1300 -OR (sec.} rocking detarmation 
1391 - 1364 (CH3)3c- scissors ~SJ'JI) 1315 - 1345 (CH3)3C- scissors Qm) 
lJSO - 1260 -OH (p:i. & sec.) deformt.ion 
-C-0 stretching 
1.90 + o.04S 1266 0.47 7 3 1.60 - 8.JS 13SO - 126o ..QB (pri. & sec.} de.f'ormat1on 
a.2s + o.04S 1212 o.43 9 3 -C-0 atretcl:dng 
l27S -122S (~)'§!- skeletal scissors 
1220 - 117) (C ~})C- skeletal scissors 
1220 - 1020 -0-: (unspecified) 
TABJB XX. (Conti llued) 
Band Cbaracter1st1ca ot the :Atak Mmma ill the Baal Band l\m.'1oa Lit. Positicas St.netural Or~ and 
llo. Peak WaveleQgth v~ .Abs. T.rPe Shape (m1crons) ct Group Freq. V1brat1onal. Mode 
s a.13 + o.o.38 114$ 0.56 7 4 8.20 - 9.(J'f 1220 - ll7S (~)3c- skeletal scissors 9.04 + 0.030 1106 0.$9 9 3 1220 - 1020 -c- (unspecified) 
ll78 - 1000 -OH Cirt.) ~ttuspecJ.tted) 
1164 - 1052 -OB (sec.} unspecJ.f'ied) 
llSO - 1085 -mt. (aec.) (unspecitied) 
m9 - nos -OU (sec.} datoniatici1 
..C-0 stret.chi.ng 
6 9.$3 + 0.130 1049 l.SO 7 h. 9.3s - 9.90 1078 - 1000 -oR hri.~ (unspecit1ed) 9.84 + 0.033 1016 1 • .30 9 h ws - 1000 -oH (i;ri. deformation 
-C-0 st.retchS ng 
7 10.l.8 • o.02s 982 o.62 h h 10 .. 10 - 10.40 
8 10. 72 + o.oso 933 o.26 1 3 lD.67 - 10.T/ 9SO - 860 (CB3)jl- akeletal detarmatica 
9 10.98 + e.oso 911 o.z. 1 3 10. 93 - 11.03 9SO - 86o (CR3),C- akeleWJ. def'armtion 
10 11.26 + 0.030 887 0.29 1 
' 
n.2s - 11.n 9SO - 86o (~)3c- skeletal detoratloo 
11 n.ss + o.crrs 866 0.23 1 3 ll.47 - ll.6) 9SO - 860 (OH3)jJ- akeletal de.torJ1atiol1 
TABIB DI. 
THE AmC!iPfIOR BAHD8 OF 
Aminomethane hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
lo. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) of Gl'oup Freq. Vibrational Mode 
l 2.90 + 0.013 .3448 o.54 4 3 2.85 - 2.97 3500 - 3300 -N-H (iri.) stretching (asy) 
-N-H (iri.) stretching (sym) 
2 3.26 + 0.078 3067 1.60 4 4 3.00 - 3.80 .3500 - 3.300 -N-H (iri.) stretching (asy.~ 
-N·H (iri.) stretching (sym 
.3200 - 2955 -NH:t (unspecified) 
2985 .... 2890 c~- stretching (asy. & sym.) 
2700 - 2480 ~ .3+ (unspecified) 
3 .3.97 + 0.038 2519 0.13 7 3 3.92 - 4.25 2700 ... 2480 -NH3+ (unspecified) 
4.16 + 0.013 2404 a.is 9 5 
4 5.38 + 0.125 1859 0.10 1. 2 5.25 - 5.51 2050 .. 1800 -Nff 3+ (unspecified) 
5 6.31 + o.ooa 1585 o.45 4 3 6.02 ... 6.47 1650 - 1590 -IH2 (i:ri.) deformation 
16h2 - 1625 -tm3+(iri.) (unspecified) 
1572 - 1493 :..:w3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
6 6.65 + 0.020 1504 o.58 7 3 6.60 - 7.01 1572 .... 1493 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
6.73 + o.ooa 1486 0.94 8 5 1479 - 1420 g:3- scissors (asy.) 6.98 + 0.020 lh33 0.38 9 5 lh6o'"" 1430 ,J--N- def orma.tien 
7 7.10 + 0.005 l408 o.5o 4 5 1.04 - 7.23 J.hOO - 1351 Cll3- sdssors (sym~) 
8 7.'R + 0.018 1255 0.40 1 6 1.93 ... a.01 
9 9.99 + 0.01.5 1001 0.30 4 6 9.95 - 10.10 995 
-c-• stretching 
10 10.78 + 0.020 928 1.40 4 3 10.34 - ll.04 
TABLE XIII. 
THE .ABSORP.rION BANDS OF 
.Aminoethane hydrochloride 
Band Characteristics ot the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Positien Lit. Positions Struotlil"al Group and 
Bo. Peak:Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Type Shape (microns) ot Group Freq. Vibratienal Mode 
l 3.34 + o.085 2994 1.50 7 4 2.95 - 3.95 3500 - 3300 -N-H (pri.) stretching (asy) 
.3.80 + 0.013 2632 0.39 8 .3 -N-H (pri,.) stretching (sym) 
3.95 + o.oos 2531 0.34 9 5 3200 - 2955 -NH~ (pri.) (unspecified) 
2994 - 2900 OH3 2- stretching (asy) 
2967 - 2874 OH3GH2- stretching {sym) 
2890 - 2833 c:aCH2- stretching (asy) 
2700 - 2480 - 3+ (pri.)(unspecified) 
2 4.16 + 0.005 2404 o.4o 1 6 4.15 - 4.17 
.3 4.46 + 0.025 2242 0.11 l 3 4.44 - 4.48 
4 4.66 + 0.018 2146 0.10 l 3 4.64 - 4.68 
5 4.96 + 0.013 2016 o.4o 7 4 4.81 - 5.25 20$0 - 1800 -NH3+ (pri.) (unspeci.tied) 
5.18 + 0.008 1931 0.13 9 .3 
6 6.22 + 0.003 1597 0.52 1 6 6.02 ... 6.27 1650 - 1590 -NH2 (PE"i.) deformation 
1642 ... 1525 .... NH3+ (pri.) (unspecified) 
7 6.84 + 0.013 1462 1.10 4 4 6.65 - 6.97 1572 ... 1493 -NH3+ (PE"i.) (unspecified) 1477 ... 1420 OH3-cnr scissors (asy) 
8 7.18 + 0.003 1393 o.56 7 6 7.10 ... 7.37 1.397 ~ 1.351 CHy·CH2... scissors (sym) 7.35 + 0.005 1361 0.23 9 5 
9 1.53 + 0.005 1328 0.27 1 6 7.52 - 7.54 
TABLE nn. Ccontinued) 
Band Characteristics of the Peak Maxima in the Band Band Position Lit. Positions Structural Group and 
Ro. Peak Wavelength Wavenumber Abs. Ty:pe Shape (microns) or <h-oup Freq. ·Vibratienal Mode 
10 a.2s + 0.003 1212 0.64 1 6 8.24 .... a.26 1220 ... 1020 ....0-H (unspecified) 
ll 8044 + o.oos 1185 0.64 .l 6 8.43 - 8.45 1200 - 1180 -CH2 ... twisting def'ormation 
12 9.64 + o.oos 1037 0.56 1 6 9.62 ... 9.66 
13 10.33 + o.ooa 968 0.67 7 , 10.32 - 10.46 
10.45 + o.oos 957 1.00 9 6 
14 ll.S3 + 0.028 867 0.12 4 3 u.s1 ... n.65 
1$ 12.64 + 0.015 791 1.00 4 6 12.63 - 12.92 
VI. DISCUSSION 
The general. similarities which were noted in the experimental spectra 
and in the tables of correlation can be SllDmUU"ized as follows: 
(l) The strongest, and often the widest absorption band occurs between 
2.ao and 4.25 microns (3570 to 23'0 cm-1). It is usually a multiple-
peak band with a number of minor shoulders. The position of this band 
corresponds to positions reported in the literature (3, 4, 5, 131 11, 
18, 19, 22, 26, 29, 31, 32) for a number or different vibrational modes 
of structural groups containing three basis units: the -0-H group, the 
-B--H group, and the -0--H group. It has been stated (4, 221 32) that 
structural groups containing a hydrogen atom generally show these char-
acteristic frequencies because (l) the vibration is not mass sensitiVeJ 
and (2) the hydrogen atom is a terminal group. 
(2) The compounds or both series (Tables I & II) exhibit a fairly strong 
band in the region from 6.oo to 6.80 microns (1667 to 1470 cm-1) which 
generall:y corresponds to tho position of an amine salt deformation 
(-HB3+ and-~+-) in the region trom 1650 to 1550 cm·1• 
(3) The compounds which contain hydroxyl groups exhibit a fairly strong 
peak in the region from 8.75 to 9.50 microns (1145 to 1050 om-1)., which 
corresponds to the positions reported for the c--o stretching and o--.H 
deformational modes that are characteristic or the alcohols (4) • The 
moderately strong peak at 9.06 p (1104 cm-1) in the spectrum o£ l,3-
diaminopropane appears to be an exception, but this peak may be due to 
the trimethylene diamine skeletal vibration at 1096 cm-1 ~ (Table m) 
'.?he compounds which do not contain hydroxyl groups (Compounds 101, 201, 
301, and 401) general.l.y do not exhibit a strong peak in this region, 
and their spectra have narrower bands and sharper peaks than those 
which have a hydroxyl group attached to the same alkane skeleton. 
(Figures 32 and 34; Figures 38 and 40) For the compounds which have 
more than one hydroxyl group attached to the same alkane skeleton, 
the bands appear broader and the peaks more rounded as the number of 
hydroxyl groups becomes larger. (Figures 32, 34, & 36; Figures 38,, 40,, & 
42) The unusually sharp peaks 1a the speotrum of compound 431 (Figure 44) 
are an exception to this general trend. 
(4) The symmetrical dis.mines generally exhibit a peak in the region from 
9.25 to 10.25 p,, which corresponds to the positions reported (4,,22) 
for the c--o stretching and 0--H deformational vibrations of the sec-
ondary alcohol group (1125 to 1025 cm-1). The spectrum of l,3-diamino-
2•propanol dihydrochloride (Figure 29) shows three peaks in this region 
which do not appear in the spectrum of 1,3-diaminopropane d.ib:ydrochloride 
(Figure 28). 
(5) The syDmetrical diamines and their corresponding parent monoamines,, 
which have hydroxyl groups attached to the alkane skeleton as primary 
alcohol structures, exhibit a strong peak in the region from 9.30 }l. to 
10.00 p.. This region corresponds to the positions reported (41 22) for 
the C--0 stretching and 0--1! deformational vibrations of the primary al-
cohol group (107.5 to 1000 cm-1). 
(6) The intensities or the bands in the region from ll.00 to 15.50 p (909 to 
645 cm·1) generally decrease, as branching at the alpha carbon increases. 
(Figures 47 1 321 38) It is interesting to note, however, that for the 
symmetrical diamines1 which contain the unbranched methylene chain in 
the 2-propanol bridging structure,, the intensities or the bands in this 
region are greater than the intensities of the corresponding bands in 
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their parent monoamines. 
(7) The isopropyl and tertiary-butyl skeletons of the parent monoamines 
are characterized in some of' the spectra (Figures 32, 33, 341 35, 38, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, & 45) by a series of minor peaks in the region 
from 10.00 p to 12.65 Jl (1000 to 790 cm-1). In the spectra o£ the 
symmetrical diamines (Figures 33, 35, 39, 41, 43, & 45), the methylene 
units in the 2-propanol bridging structure contribute to the absorption 
in this region. 
Structural group frequencies must always be used with caution, since the 
vibrational modes which give rise to the inf'rared absorption bands are deter-
mined by (1) the masses or the atoms o;f a molecule, (2) the force constants 
of the bonds between the atoms, (3) the symmetry of the molecule, and (4) the 
interaction of vibrations. Whenever correlations are made for a series or 
compounds, it is usually assumed that the masses of the atoms, force constants 
of the bonds, and vibrational interactions will remain constant, or will vary 
in a linear relationship from the simplest structure to the most complex. (32) 
The experimental spectra appear to exhibit general similarities which do vary 
in an approximately linear fashion among the compounds of each series, and 
the symmetrical diamines of Table I show a distinct similarity in the position 
of their absorption bands to those of their respective parent monoamines (Table 
II). 
However, the absorption bands or one or the compounds which was studied 
appeared quite unusual and distinctly different from corresponding bands in 
the other spectra (Figure 37). '?his compound had been synthesized by an 
earlier worker and it was thought to be 21 8-bis(hydroxy:metbyl}-3,7-diaza-1, 
5,9-nonanetriol dihydrochloride (Compound 322). It vas the only one ot the 
twenty compounds which failed to C1"J'Stallize, and the speotnun was obtained 
for this viscous oil by a •smear technique• (32). Mass spectrometric analysis 
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of this compound revealed that the molecular weight (220) corresponded to 
that of the propylene chlorohydrin derivative of the parent monoamine (Com-
pound 321). 'lhe spectral data, supported by the mass spectrometric analysis, 
suggests that the original synthesis reaction did not proceed to compl~tion 
(i.e., the coupling of two moles or the amine by each mole of epichlorobydrin), 
but had stopped after the first step, in which an epoxyamine was formed. When 
this product was treated with anhydrous hydrogen chloride, the epo:xide ring 
was broken and the propylene chlorohydrin derivative or 321 (3·a~a-6-chloro-
2-hydroxymethyl-l,,-he:xanediol hydrochloride) was formed. Since the supply 
or 321 (2-amino-11 3-propanediol) was extremely limited,, no attempt was made 
in this work to resynthesize the SYlmJletrical diamine (Compound 322), and no 
spectra for it were obtained. 
It is hoped that the reference spectra and the tables of correlation of 
the absorption bands for these compounds will prove valuable in the interpre-
tation of the infrared spectra or the chelates, and in clarifying the role 
of the hydroxyl groups in the coordinating properties of these ligands. 
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VII. SUMMARY 
The infrared spectra of t'lienty amine hydrochlorides wore recorded and. 
studied, so that they- could be used u re.f erenoa spectra. tor further re-
search. The positions or the absorption bando ~:ere compared with correspond• 
ing literature values for tho cha:racteristic frequencies of the molecular 
structural units. A code tfas devised f.or transferring this spectral data. 
to mt cards, and a Fortran source p:rogra.m was Vl"itten to enable a digital 
computer (thG n:M 1620) to make these comparisons for an unlimited nur.ber 
or group frequencies and a 'fery large number or spectra, and the system 
ahould pra.ra quite usai'ul in tha search o£ a large number or spectra for 
corresponding bands~ 
o.r the ts.n symmetrical dimn!naa which were studied., six contained the 
pri.ma.!7 alcohol group. 1\10 similsr compounds without this group, 21 8-
dimsthyl•J, 7-d!aza-$-nonanol dibydrochlorida and 2,2,8,8-Tetramathyl-
3, 7·diaza.-S-nonanol dihydrochloride, aere prepared in this trork. A search 
o£ the literature did not yield any information abcr~t either of these two, 
and it is possible that they have not b9on prepared previousl;:r. 
Ona of tha compounds which na.s studied was a viscous oil. This com-
pound had been synthesized by an earlier worker and was thought to be 2,8-
W.s(hydra.eymatb.yl)•3, 7•diaza-l,$1 9•nonanetriol dihydroehloride. However, 
the absorption bands in its spectrum (Figure 37) ap}>3arad unusually broad 
and distinctly different from corresponding bands in the other apectra. 
Mass spactror.etric analysis revealed that the molecular weight of this 
compound correspo~ded to that of the propylene chlorohydrin derivative of 
the parent monos.nine (2-mnino-l,.3•propanediol hJrdroohloride), and it is 
naa suspected that the original synthesis reaction did not proceed to com-
pletion. 
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When purified, many of these amine hydrochloridoa were found to bs very 
hygroscopic, making them quite difficult to wash, even tdth anhydrous sol-
vents. The poudored potassiun bromide is also hygroacopic and the most 
transparent discs wore obtained when the .Kf:!r had been dtied overnight in a 
vacuum oven (100°0).. It was fonnd to b:'.i essential to evacuate the die for 
at loast five minutes before npplying presaure, to ren;o7e moisture from the 
mixture to the point where it ha.d no significant of.feet, on the spoctrn. 
If the sa~ple discs were exposed to the atmosphere for more than an 
hour, they became cloudy and the spectra lost their reproducibility. How-
ever, when they were no longer uaeable, they could bo ground, dried in a 
vacuum oven, and re-prossedJ and the spectra. which were obtained uare 
essentially the same as the originalo. 
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